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The following arc selected from numerous notices of the press:
"And this leads us to say something of the charming book Bro. Sc@tt has given
us, called THE MEsSJAHSHIP,01, GREATDEMONSTRATION.
So many good brethren
have commended this work, that we feel unwilling to trespass on public attention
even with the utterances of the heart's promptings. But on inquiry in various
districts of countr_y, we have been surprised to find that it is scarcely known. We
wish, therefore, to say to every Christian and every infidel, that they are great
losers if they fail to read it twice. Immense labor has been bestowed upon it by
one of the best minds God has given to this Reformation, and it sparkles and
flashes all over with the peculiar genius of Walter Scott. It is superior to his
former publications in being a more complete elaboration of his mo8t cherished
theme, and in being richly freighted with the mellow fruits of a ripe manhood and
a ripe piety. We most hcarti!_v commend it to all who have a pure literary and
religious h\ste, as a delightful feast, and to all who have not, as a means of culture in a very important uepartment of spiritual development."-Is.uc
ERRETT.
" We confess that we never fully appreciated the full grown vValter Scott till
we read the i\lESSIAHSHIP. This book is the crowning work of the long life and
the clear mind of a great man. .. " A work of such great merit can but meet
an extensive sale among a people of such reading taste and enlightenment as the
Christian brotherhood. We wish the work great success."-A.
C. REVIEW.
"THE MESSIAHSHIP,
ORGREATDEllONSTRATION.-Suchis the title of a very intercsting, edifying, cheering and fascinating volume, from my most esteemed fellow-laborer in the cause."-A.
CAMPBELL.
1
"THE GREA1'DEMONSTRATION.-!
am better pleased with your book the more I
examine it. It embraces charming passages, re1·ealing deep lessons of human experience and di1•ine truth. I thank God that he bas enabled yon to write such a
book."-DR. R. R1cHARDsoN.
"Your book has been recei~·ed and read. To say I enjoyro it would not gil·e
you the slightest idea of the absorbing interest I felt in ir. Your song on Jacob
our father was to me like the chorus of angels; and while I both laughed and wept,
I fe!t that surely the theme had never been so sung since Moses recorded it."-
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I I This book was publish€d with the design of gathering into a neat volume choice
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pieces of sacred muoic and stirring melodies, with suitable hymns. Two editions
were required the first ecason. 'I'he book was found to be of great use and value.
A third edition is now in press with 60 additional pages. Price, in cloth, 25 cents;
per dozen, $2 25; by mail, $2 75. Address H. S. BOSWORTH, Cincinnati, O.
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PROCEEDINGS.
THE AMERICAN
CnRISTIAN
M1ss10NARY
SocrnTYmet in annual session
at Christian Chapel, on Sixth street, between Smith and Mound streets,
Cincinnati, Ohio, on Tuesday afternoon, October 23, 1860, at 2 o'clock.
The President, Alexander Campbell, took the chair, and called to
his aid D. S. Burnet, Vice-President.
The meeting was opened with devotional exercises. The names of
members, including life directors, life members, annual members, and
delegates from churches and State meetings, were then enrolled ; and
contributions of churches and individuals were paid over by the delegates to the Corresponding Secretary. The following are the names
enrolled:
KENTUCKY
-Tho s. N. Arnold, CoYington; R. Milligan, Harrodsburg;
J. Rogers, Carlisle; J. B. McGinn, Paducah; R. C. Rice, Eminence;
J.B. Bowman, Cane Run, Mercer Co.; Z. F. Smith, Lexington; P. B.
Wiles, Elizaville; Mrs. M. A. Rogers, Carlisle; J. W. Crumbaugh,
Georgetown; H. Vv.Varnam and lady, Georgetown; ·wm. Van Pelt,
Jr., Lexington; D. Clark, Maysville; B. Kirk, Washington, Mason Co.;
M. Hildreth, America Hildreth, Sallie Logan, Clintom·ille; Dr. A. Calloway, Paducah; J. Robinson, A. Adams, Lancaster; 0. P. Miller,
Paris; Judith F. Key, Washington; J. B. Hutchison, Lincoln Co.; J.
Z. Taylor, Georgetown; J. vV.Sullivan, Lexington; Moses Mackoy,
Greenupsburg; Mary L. Warring, Liberty, Greenup Co.; R. J. Latimer, Mrs. M. C. Latimer, Burlington ; .Mrs. Lizzie McGinn, Padu cah ;
Mrs. A. Howe ; Mary J. J arrott, Lancaster ; Mrs. Martha Sheppard,
Padu cah ; R. C. Ricketts, Woodford Co.; J. I. Rogers, M. C. 'l'iers,
Wm. Jarrott and G. W. Elley, delegates from Kentucky State Meeting;
J. R. Hewlett, Maysville; J. Watson, Mayslick; A. D. Taylor, Butler
P.. O.; H. Dinsmore, Carlisle; J. Shackleford, Maysville; J. Hall, Flemingsburg; S. G. Boyd, Mrs. A. Boyd, DoYer; J. Lindsay, Ghent; T.
Neal, Maysville .; Elizabeth M. Crumbaugh, Georgetown; Henrietta
Smith, Sallie Farrar, Lexingt on ; Clara Adams, Bryantsville; S. Maltas,
West Covington; C. G. Bartholomew, C. T. Herndon, Georgetown; E.
J. Young, South Elkhorn; J.M .. Wasson, Versailles; Mrs. J. A. Wil-
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Iiams, Mrs. R. Milligan, Harrodsburg; Mrs. J.B. Bowman, Cane Run;
Samuel Rogers, De Kalb Craig, Nettie Craig; A. Raines, Paris; Walter
Scott, Mayslick; J. A. Brooks, J. N. Wallingford, Mrs. Sue A. Brooks,
Mrs. Lucy Bishop, Mrs. Hall, Flemingsburg.

ILLINOIS-John T. Jones, Jacksomille; Marinda R. Leonard, Greenville; J. A. Owen, Jacksomille; J. W. Lanphear, Bloomington; S.
W. Nesbit, L. Wiley, Charleston; Alex. Johnston, Springfield; A. D.
Fillmore.

Omo-J. C. Irvin, Greene Co.; John W. Errett, Dayton; Ellen S.
Dickinson, Cincinnati ; R. S. Compton, Mt. Healthy; Mrs. L. Dickey,
Middletown ; Wm. P. Stratton, Catharine Stratton, Cincinnati; Bro.
Naylor, 0. K. Marshall, Jr., Fulton; G. A. Dixon, Sarah Dixon, Winchester; H. Errett, Mt. Vernon; G. 0. Moore, Hamersville; Mrs. A.
B. Fenton, J. C. Beck, J. Magill, Lucinda Dille, J. M. Henry, Cincinnati; Cyrus Bosworth, Warren; J. Lamar, Miss 0. E. Lamar, Moscow;
A. Casad, Amanda Casad, J. Underwood, F. D. Prouty, Mrs. Eliza
M. Underwood, Lavina Markley, Bellefontaine; Mary E. Allen, Middleburg; Sarah Ann Adams; W. D. Moore, Economy; T. D. Mitchell,
Rachel Mitchell, J. M. Smith, Dayton; J. 0. Pearson, Fidelity: Justus
Taylor, Dr. T. W. McArthur, Wilmington; Elizabeth Howell; Wm.
Needles, Dayton; J. I-I. Henry, Harrison; C. M. 0. Cook, North
Branch, Morrow Co.; J. Kent, New Paris, Preble Co.; S. H. Brown,
New Paris; R. M. Bishop, D.S. Burne.t, W. S. Dickinson, J. Leslie,
J. R. Challen, H. Hathaway, B. Franklin, T. J. Murdock, Cincinnati;
J. Davis, D. Wilson, New Salem; G. W. Bishop, H. S. Bosworth, J.
Burnet, A. B. Fenton, T. H. Moore, C. H. Gould, T. Crane, Geo. W.
Rice, Cincinnati; R. 0. Crispin, New Salem; A. L. Edwards, Bryan.

VIRGINIA-A. Campbell, Bethany; W. J. Pettigrew, Richmond; S.
B. Teagarden, New Cumberland.
MrcmGAN-Alonson Wilcox, Paw Paw; Isaac Errett.
Mrssounr-A. M. Leslie, Mrs. A. M. Leslie, St. Louis.
MARYLAND-EnochAdamson, delegate fn,m State Meeting; Mrs. S.
L. Adamson, Boonsboro.
·

INDIANA-Henry MusgroYe, Tene Haute; Geo. Campbell, Burnetsville; Wm. Brothers, Bedford; J. H. Lockwood, Madison; John L.
Stone, Wabash Co.; Mrs. D. C. Bryant; J. Franklin, J. H. Marsteller,
0. F. Pickerill, B. Crist, John Longley, Lafayette; B. M. Blount, Tipton'; B. F. Reeve, LiLtle Flat Rock, Rush Co.; J.M. Mathes, J. B. New,
Eliza C. Anderson, II. Z. Leonard, Indianapolis; D.R. Van Buskirk,
Greensburg; E. Goodwin, Indianapolis; W. H. Hazelrigg, Greensburg;
Mary Jackson, Switzerland Co.; J. W. Lanham, S. T. Hardy, Lexington; M. McKee, Greencastle; S. M. Houston, Crawfordsville; J. R.
Surface, Johnson Co.; V{. N. Clark, 0. Osborn, Fountain . Co.; J. J.
Moss, New Albany; J. W. Haymaker, Oregon P.O.; A. K. Branham,
Greenfield; Amanda Haymaker, Oregon P.O.; A. M. Branham, Greenfield; F. Woodward, Mrs. H. M. Woodward, ~ewcastle; K. Shaw,
Rushville; R. 0. McCune, Greensburg; Mrs. H.B. Thomas, Newville;
J. M. White, Rising Sun; Uriah Bull, Lynn, Randolph Co.; J. M. Tilford, A. J. Hobbs, P. Hall, Indianapolis; C. Smith, Rogersville.

KANSAs-Allen Crocker, Le Roy; A. J. Galhart, Johnson Co.; F.
G. Franklin, Johnson Co.
E. W. Shortridge, Mount Pleasant, Iowa; James Challen, Philadelphia, Pa.
On motion of R. C. Rice, a committee of five to report the order of
business for the Society was appointed by the Ohair, viz : R. 0. Rice,
C. H. Gould, J. H. Lockwood, R. Milligan and Geo. Campbell.
Bro. W. J. Pettigrew moved that a committee of three be appointed
by the Chair to nominate officers for the ensuing year; which motion
was carried ; and the Ohair ( the mover having declined to act as chairman of committee) appointed R. M. Bishop, W. J. Pettigrew and John
Shackleford.
The committee on order 6f business made the following partial report, viz :
Order for this afternoon-Short voluntary addresses.
Order for this evening-Prayer
meeting in this room from 6f to 7-}
o'clock, to be followed immediately by the annual address from the
President, A. Campbell.
Order for Wednesday, Oct. 24th-Prayer
meeting from 8 o'cl ock
to 9 ; to be followed by an hour for social intercourse. Regular business meeting from 10 o'clock to 12, to hear reports.
1. Report of the Board.
2. Report of the Recording Secretary.
3. Report of the Treasurer.
4. Report of the Auditor.
Short voluntary addresses were then delivered by brethren Samuel
Rogers and Walter Scott, and the services were closed with prayer by
Bro. James Challen.
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EVENING
SESSION.
The brethren convened at 6to'clock, in the upper part of the church,
and spent an hour in devotional exercises.
At 7f o'clock the annual address was delivered by the President,
A. Campbell, to a crowded audience; after which prayer was offered
by Bro. John Rogers, and a hymn being sung, the congregation was
dismissed.
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as to provide for the immediate appointment of the committee on com·
municatious from churches, etc., was received and adopted.
The Chair appointed W. T. Moore, of Kentucky, James Challen, of
Pennsylvania, and Enoch Adamson, of Maryland, the committee on
communications above mentioned.
The Report of the Board was then read by the Corresponding Secre·
tary, and accepted.

REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVEBOARD,
SECOND

DAY-MORNING

SESSION.

WEDNESDAY,
October 24th.-The brethren assembled at 8 o'clock,
and devoted an hour to prayer and praise and exhortation-Bro. E.
Goodwin presiding; which was followed by a brief space for social
intercourse.
At 10 o'clock the Society was called to order, and after singing a
hymn, the minutes of yesterday's session were read and approved.
The committee on order of business, in further partial report, suggested the appointment of a committee to distribute Railroad certificates
to members of the convention. The Chair appointed W. S. Dickinson,
W. D. Bickham and Joseph Frank.
The committee on nomination of officers requested the addition of
two members to their committee, and the chair appointed brethren
Robt. Milligan and J. M. Tilford.
The committee on order of business made a further report, viz :
For Wednesday afternoon-Regular business meeting from 2 o'clock
to 4. Order-1. Unfinished business. 2. Appointment of committee
on communications, written and verbal, from State societies, churches,
and missionaries. 3. Reports of committees. 4. Short voluntary ad·
dresses at all suitable interni.ls.
For the ernning-Prayer
meeting from 6f to 7! o'clock; to be followed by an address from Prest, Robert Milligan.
For Thursday, Oct. !5th-Prayer
meeting from 8 to 9 o'clock A.
M. From 9 to 10 o'clock, social intercourse. From 10 to 12 o'clock,
regular business meeting.
Afternoon session-Regular business meeting from 2 o'clock to 4 ..
For the eYening-Prayer meeting from 6! to 7f o'clock; to be followed immediately by an address from W. J. Pettigrew, of Virginia.
The report, having been so amended, with consent of the committee,

It is a pleasing task to watch the struggles and developments of a
successful enterprise. On au occasion like the present, when so many
are assembled from every part of the land, and bring with them so
many joyful tokens of the extended and growing might of this reform·
atory movement, the veterans who love to gather here in these days of
triumph, will recall the scenes of revolutionary interest-rapidly passing
into history-in which they gallantly led on the contest for reform against
overwhelming odds, or gathered about the camp-fires to talk over their
struggles, their sorrow~, and their hopes. Between then and now, there
have been marvelous strides of success ; and we are forcibly reminded
of Jacob's saying, when returning from his sojourn in Padan-Aram:
"I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies and of all the truth
which thou hast showed unt0 thy servant : for with my staff I passed
over this Jordan; and now I am become two bands," The harmonious co-operations which now summon us to this annual feast of love,
likewise stand in happy contrast with the loose and disjointed efforts of
former times. The immense struggles to which the pleaders of reform·
ation were called for a quarter of a century, allowed but little attention
to organized effort in the acquisition and expenditure of our benevolent
means. The unpleasant memories of recent annoyances of bigoted
ecclesiasticisms made many brethren fearful of dangerous tendencies in
all associations for religious purposes. But we are now learning to dismiss these fears, and are striving, not without success, to present to
the religious world the spectacle of a harmonious Christian brotherhood,
governed only by the laws of Christ, who unite in benevolent enterprise,
undisturbed by the discussion of questions of doctrine or discipline :
JEsus-his cross, his gospel, and his kingdom-supplanting all theological speculations, and all party ambitions.
We congratulate the brotherhood on the peaceful close of another
year of uninterrupted and enlarged prosperity. '.l'he current of success
has been disturbed by scarce a ripple on the surface. There is hardly
enough of adversity to mellow the prosperities of the year. There is
so much of unmixed good in our lot, that if we are not very thankful,
and very humble, and very benevolently responsive to the goodness of
our God, we can scarcely dare to hope for equal tokens of favor in time
to come.
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STATEMENT,

Balance on hand, at the close of the year .......................
$2,268
Receipts of the year for missionary purposes ....•..••....•.•.
, .. 9,631
Collections for house of worship at Leaver.worth City ..••••••..••
5,200
Donation of Lot .•• , ••••••• , ..••.•• , ••• , .•••...••••••
, ••••..•
1,000

03
25
00
00

Total. ..................
, ..... , .......................
18 099 28
Expenditures for missionary purposes ...............
,$10,135 53
Expenditures for Leavenworth City .•.•....•.•
,,.,..
6,200 00-16,335 53
Balance in hand ...................................

, ..••..•..

This shows an increase in receipts over last year of ..•••..••••.••
And in expenditures of .......................................

$1,763 75
$7,214 59
9,859 08

It is proper to say here that the entire amount for the house of worship in Leavenworth City, bas not been actually paid in. But as the
contracts for building have all to be met within a few weeks, and as
Bro. J. I. Rogers says it shall certainly be paid, even if it has to come
from his own pocket, we place the whole amount in the present year's
receipts and expenditures.
This increase has been largely owing to the employment of Agents
to urge the claims of the Society and collect funds. While we have
always desired to see the churches schooled into systematic benevolence,
so as to avoid the cost of agencies in the collection of moneys, we are
satisfied that this is impracticable. We are still desirous to encourage
voluntary offerings from the churches ; but there are so many benevolent schemes-Bible
Revision, High Schools, Colleges, Educational
funds, etc., etc., which all have special agents to urge them, that if this
missionary enterprise is left unrepresented among them, it is certain to
be crowded out. Nor is the cost of agency so objectionable in this as
in the other enterprises referred to-since our agents are preachers who
abundantly pay the cost of their agencies in their labors of love. Thus
the ~~ree brethre1~~ho have acted as solicitors this year, report 152
add1t10ns ; and this 1s but a small part of the valuable service rendered
by them to the churches in their travels. There is no loss to the cause,
therefore, so far as their labors are concerned. It is simply a change
of field. We fe~l authorized to recommend as a settled policy, the employment of this class of agents-who may both preach and solicit;
stay several days at a place when they find there is need, and while
they labor to convert sinners, at the same time rouse the churches to a
larger and holier benevolence.
MISSIONARY

OPERATIONS.

Whole number baptized ...........................................
1009
"
"
received from other religious bodies .•••••• , • • . . . . . . . . . 335
Total additions ••••...•.•.••
, .... ,., •.•..••..•••
,., ••••.•..•.
1344
Of these there w~re in JamaicaBaptisms .............................................
, .. • .. . . . 92
Other addditions..........................................
•• • . . 14
Nova Scotia ........•••••..•
, ...••.••.••••..•••.•••..•.•.••••.•
,. 155
New Brunswick ........•.••••••.•.•
•.. , ••.••.••••••.••••....••••..
135
Canada West ..................................................
.-. 28

OF EXECUTIVE

Kansas .....•••
, ...•.................•........•••
Massachusetts .....••...........•....••.
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, ..•.......•.••.
200
, . . . . . . • . ..•.....
, , , •. . . I 0

!~l~t;\\\/;)\\\/;\/-'
;;;;:;;I::::;;)'.:'.)
II:::i
Iii

M1ch1gan.........................................

, . . • • . . . . . • . • . . 182

. For t~e details we refer to a tabular statement which will be published with the Annual Report; from which it will be seen that we
have go~e in.to 13 Sta~s, 1 Territory, and 3 British Provinces, besides
our foreign fields-Syria and Jamaica.
The number of churches collected ...............................

26

These church~s have not only been collected, but, as far as possible,
fostered and tramed. In several of them, active men are cominO' forward as teachers and preachers. vVbile we have gained four prea~hers
among the additions of the year, we know of seyeral others amonD' the
converts who are rapidly growing into usefulness, and will soon b; able
to enter the field as useful and acceptable ministers of the word.
Number of preachers employed in home fields .•.....••.•.......••.

23

These have not all been in constant employment. The time spent is
equal to 13 years of one man's labor.
There are many things connected with these missionary operations
which deserve to be mentioned.
1. An immense amount of hard labor has been performed. It is
easy t~ express on paper these results. But the working out of these
splendid facts ~as been at v~st expense of self-denying toil. We have
taken great parns to ascertam the facts in the case · and we feel confi~ent in saying that the preachers employed have been faithful, labor10us a'.1~self-sacrifi~ing; in many cases eminently so. In proof of this
we subJom a few bne~ statements. Elder Geo. Garraty, Maine, in his
final report, says: ." Smee I commenced for the A. C. M. Society, I
have t~·aveledby rail, steamboat and stage-coach, over 5,000 miles, and,
exclusive of the ti~e spent at home preaching in the city of Gardiner,
and suburbs, of which I have made no reckoninO",I have delivered 233
set discourses, besides exhortations, and many ~ocial meeti1ws · bap. d 42 _converts,_and made friends to our cause of 4 congregations
O
'
t1ze
on
new terr1to_r}'.",
havmg the whole prerogative of 3 good meeting-houses,
and the pr1nle~e of o~cupying 3 more whe~1 needed ; and the aggregate number o~ 2_20fnends who have publicly professed their attachment ~o the pnnmples of the Reformation."-This
is the summary of .
only six months' service !
From two other reports taken at random from the documents in our
possession, we. ~nd that i~ eleven months there are reported 326 disoour~es, 422 v1s1ts, 40 somal meetings.
It 1s very clear that. our preachers have not been idle.
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2. Some labor has been performed in States where we have State
organizations. This was not designed to interfere with the operations
of the State societies. It has been either where our solicitors were traveling, and had an opportunity to do good by the way, or where an open
door was before us which the State societies were not likely to enter,
and where o~r labors would not in any way conflict with theirs. Our
general rule 1s, to occupy the destitute States and Territories ; and this
will become, year by year, a more riD'id rule with us, as we find t.he
St~te. societies. gro,~ing into more effi~iency in the occupancy of the
m1ss1onfields 111 their States respectively.
3. The work done in Leavenworth City is deserving of special notice.
Bro .. John I. Rogers has undertaken, under the direction of the Board,
an~ 1~success~ully prosecuting, the project of building a house of worship m tha~ 01ty. Although this is rather outside the strict duties of
the Board, it was felt to be so important a point for future influence, as
well as for present good, that we could not hesitate about it. Bro. R.
has succeeded in raising the necessary amount of subscription.
The contract names as the cost of erection and outside finishin"' of
the house ............................•.•••••••••.•......
~ .. $5 200
The lot given is worth •••••.••.......•••.••••••••....•.......•..
1 000
Value of church property ........................................

$6 200

In addition to this, Mr. PowEL CLAYTON,
City Surveyor and Engineer,
offered bis services, which have been very valuable. He drew the plan,
wrote. all the specifications, and the contract, and is daily on the ground
supe1:mtending the work. As Mr. C. has no religious connection with
us, h1s valuable gratuitous labors are entitled to an honorable mention.
'l'he building is under contract to be enclosed by the 1st of November. The Corresponding Secretary was on the ground in September,
when the basement walls were about completed. It will be a neat and
el:gant brick edifice, with stone basement; sufficiently capacious ; and
w:i,lltake rank among the best specimens of church architecture in the
c1ty. After the present contract is performed, it will be an easy task
to prepare the basement nom for an immediate place of worship, and
the interior finish of the main building will be postponed until the revinl of business in Leavenworth shall enable the church there to complete 1t at their own expense. Bro. C. G. Bartholomew is to go to that
post the coming year. '!.'his, with the amount of successful evancrel!zing performed in Kansas during the year-a success which m~·ks
it. as one of our best fields,-gives us boldness to appeal to all the
friends of Kansas Mission for larger liberality.
It is due to Bro. R. C. Rice to say that he has charged for but
six month~' service, while he has rendered a great deal actual and val•
uable service, the last six months, which he prefers should be gratuitously bestowed. This testimony of devotion to the cause is worthy of
honorable mention.
4. T.he work ~ccomplished in the East during the year, is very encouragmg. While the Westeru and Southwestern fields have yielded

11

good fruit, this is no more than we_anticipated. But the appropriations
for the Eastern fields were made with some fears as to the results, and
with only a moderate public sentiment in favor of the experiment. "\Ve
have been met with an agreeable disappointment. Bro. Garraty's labors have been wonderfully blessed. At St. George, New Bruns,!ick,
60 Baptists united with 79 Disciples who had been recently bap t1z~d,
to constitute a Christian church. They haYe a neat house of worship,
and Bro. Greenlow preaches and teaches for them half the time. In
and about Eastport, Maine, 37 have been baptized, and a great revolution wrought in public sentiment. In Lubec, Me., a church of the o~d
"Christian Connection" are anxious to employ a preacher who will
preach and teach the whole tr~th. .At Sewar~'s ~eek another congrecration is placed on the apostolic bas1s. A~d 111 v\orcester, Mass., a~so,
church is formed, having a good meetmg-house, and encouragmg
prospects.
.
Dr. John Knox, Prince Edward Island, has spent three ~onths m
the service of the Board, mostly in Nova Scotia, where the hmdranc:s
to a hearing have been almost i.nsurmoun~able. He has succ~eded I~
o·a1'nincr
laro·e and favorable hearmo·s and 1f the advantages gamed arn
0
b
b '
not
lost
by bnecrlect a good work must,
sooner or later, be accomp1·1sh ed ,
His rnport siys : ''.'I. have tr~veled ?Yer 1100 miles, and p1:eached
throughout large d1stncts of this Provmce to v~ry large _assemblies-so
large that on some occasions great numb~rs_fml.edto gam access to. t~e
meeting-houses. I have had frequent mv1tations to r~peat my v1s1ts
from all kinds of people, and one man-a Regular Baptis~ffered
~e
$2 000 as a subscription towards the erection of a meetmg house Ill
which the pure Gospel is to be preached, and a church of Christians
gathered who will recognize no creed but the Word of God, and no authority but that of Jesus."
There is certainly a star of Hope rising in the East.
5. In Canada West, Bro. Samuel Lowery-a colored preacher~ducated by Bro. Fanning, and of good report wherever he is known, has
been employed to labor especially for the bene~t of the .c?lored population of that Province. He has succeeded m orgamzrng two small
churches and Sunday schools, and seems determined to succeed, so far
as enercry and perseverance can command success. It is too soon to
decide ~n the value of this field.
Indeed, all our Home Missions have been successful and pro sperous
beyond any thing we have been able to report in previous years. '.fhere
is a sevenfold increase over the results of last year. And yet 1t has
been mostly pioneer labor, pursued under many diffic~lties ; . and m.ore
valuable in preparing the way for future results, than 111 the immediate
fruits now reported.
It is proper to say, before we close this section of our report, that our
Home Missions have controlled a much larger amou~t .of ~ oney th.an
appears in our returns. The moneys raised by our m1~s1onanes.tobmld
meeting-houses, and sustain other preacher s, are not .mcl.uded m these
statements. Thus, for instance, Thos. Munnell says, m his last report:
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"The friends of the Society should know, also, that the raisin()' of the
sala!·ies of two youn15preachQrs is principally due to the efforts°of said
Society through then· agent. As a large per centum of this amount, to
say t~e least, would not otherwise have been applied to the cause of
God, _ito:ight to go to the credit of the Society ; and although the cash
contl'lbut1ons have .not been large, the amount of money raised and
pl~d.s-ed,fo_rthe vanous purposes intimated, as the direct result of my
m1ss1on,will not fall much below $1,000."
And le~ it not. be forgotten that a great part of the work performed
ha_sbeen 1_ndestitute fields, which would have lain neglected, but for
this orgamzed effort. Our solicitors, of course, have done most of their
labor among the strong churches. Two young brethren-Cox
and
H~gan-who wer~ found! during vacation, bravely working away, and
gomg. afo?t to then· appomtments-were
encouraged to work during
vacat10n m Kentucky.. But generally the labor was just such as would
have g?ne ~n~ccomphshed, but for co-operatiYe effort. And we are
happy m pomtrng to these results as decisive evidence of the indispensable importance and the entire feasibility of our plan of organized action.
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
\Ve have no~hing very cheering from the Jerusalem Mission, save
the unabated f~1than~ per~everance of our devoted missionary family.
When we anxwusly mqmre of Dr. Barclay, on the walls of Zion,
"Watchmm, wh11tof the night .2- Wutcl1man, wkrit ef the night .2"-he
sca:cely ~nswers with the first gleam of hope, "The morning cometh,"
u~t1l ~e 1s .co~pel\ed by som~ ne~v adversity to add, "and also the
night.
Still, m his strong faith m the future and the immense hopefulness of his nature, he sends a cheerful messaO"eover to us-" If ye
will inquire, inquire ye; return, come."
"
During the period of terrible war between the Druses and Maronites
Dr. B. and his family were sometimes in great peril. But they hav~
not only prese1Ted themseh-es, but have been able to render valuable
service to many of the distressed victims of those horrible contests.
Hi.s last letter is dated Beirut, August 30th, in which he accounts for
bcmg found t.here rather than at ?affa or Jerusalem, by saying, "this is
the only admitted place of safety m all Syria, at the present time."
. We ~eel assured th~t o:ir breth.ren all ove.r the land will sympathize
with this d.eroted family m the ~nals and discouragements peculiar to
such a per10~ of war and desolat10n. Although no converts haYe been
m~de, matenals. have been and are being furnished to augment our
faith, _and to ennch ?ur history with instances of patient toil and heroic
dev?bon. The Baptists are vastly richer with the history of the Judsou
fam1l:>:,than the:>:c?uld have been without it: richer, not merely in the
materrn!s of a sti;Trng history, but richer in faith and in good works.
A.n. Elliott, a :13ramerd,a Carey, a Judson, a Morrison, a Martyn, or a
L1vmgstone,. 1s a great treasure to any people. We surely will not refuse to chensh a BARCLAY
and bis family, whose intellectual and moral
worth gaYe them at home superior claims; and whose earnest devotion
to the work of the Lord in a distant and discouraging field, as it was
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among ·the first facts to awaken us to missionary enterprise, may yet
furnish us with materials of history that shall quicken the churches
every where into a nobler existence, and prepare a heritage of faith and
heroism for our children and children's children, whose worth can not be
expressed by the small sums we are now asked to contribute for their
support.
Dr. Barclay writes, in answer to an inquiry whether his salary was
sufficient to meet his wants, that he expects to be able to live another
year on $400 less ; and authorizes the Secretary to reduce his salary t.o
$1600. He also intimates the possibility of reducing it another year
t.o $1200.
We are sure that when our beloved missionary, in the darkest period
of his trials, is thus willing to retrench, we can not be otherwise than
willing to hold up his hands, and cheer him with substantial tokens of
apprornl and appreciation.
There are two considerations which should preserve our faith from
faltering in regard to this mission. 1st. The Holy Scriptures of both
Old and New 'festaments clearly point to a glorious future for the fleshly children of Abraham. 2d. 'l'he affairs of Syria are becoming so
strangely blended with the interests of the most powerful and enlightened nations, that it is impossible to foresee what apparently trivial
event may in a day change the fortunes of Palestine and its ancient
owners.
The gravest questions of commerce, as well as some
serious questions of religion, involve the fortunes of that laud ; and
it is impossible to tell how soon railroads and canals may open new
paths of commerce, and connect distant parts of the world by new ties,
as the result of war or diplomacy. It is not a time, therefore, to de·
spond or to doubt, when so many strange events are being strung on
the thread of Providence, and so many new hopes are kindling their
fires amidst the dreary monotonies of oriental life. It is worth while
to have a family like that of Dr. Barclay, patiently laying the foundations of future enterprise, slowly but surely gathering about them confidence and respect, and in a large experience preparing themselves for
the successful prosecution of the work so dear to their hearts. Besides
all this, a standing advertisement in the Holy Land, of our existence,our
faith and our aims is worth $2,000 a year.
JAMAICAMisSION.-This mission has been greatly prosperous; so
much so as to dissipate many doubts entertained by good brethren as
to the feasibility of foreign missions.
The report for ten months, up to August 15th, says: "Since my
last annual report, we have had, in Kingston, 30 additions, as follows :
W esleyans... • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . •. • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Established Church ......•..................•....................
4
Baptists ...••.•...............••.••.............
, •..••..........
10
The world ..••.........•..•....••.•....................••.
, ... , . 9-30
Excluded .•..•...•..................
, .........
,., •.. , ...• , ..... .
Died ...........................................................
1

Removed..............

, ........................................

Nett increase ............••..

,,,, ..........•..•....•

1-3
,,....

27
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Amount bro't forward ...•..••...•..
,.,,, •.•••..•...•
, .• ,,.......
A new church bus been organized at. Dallas Castle, Port Royal Mountains, 12 miles from Kingston, 23 have since been added, and2 excluded,
making the present number.......................................
Two have been baptized at Mocha, another point in the Port Royal
Mountains ......•.•....•...
, ...• , , •.... , , .......•.•..••.•
, ••. . . .

27

Total nett increase. . • . . . . . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . • . . .

66

37
2

Among the additions at Dallas Castle is Bro. John H. Crole, a young
preacher, of good standing in his former ecclesiastical connection, and
whose course since he came among the Disciples, has been approved
heartily by Bro. Beardslee. He is doing good serYice to the cause in
the mountains.
Bro. B. visited also the parish of Vere, some 40 miles from Kingston, by invitation of a Baptist minister named Duckett, where six were
baptized, and a great interest awakened. As we expect to puhlish Bro.
B.'s letter in the Annual Report, with all its interesting details, we forbear farther statements here.
In a letter since receiYed, dated Sept. 7th, we have the following additional intelligence : At Mocha, Bro. B. baptized 7, and 1 united from
the Baptists. Kingston, 1 baptized ; Dallas Castle, 1 ; in the parish of
Vere, Bro. Duckett baptized 9, which added to the 6 previously baptized, make 15; in all, 25. Making the total additions of the year, 94.
A reference to the appendix of the Annual Report, will show that while
this itself is a Yery cheering result, it. is but a small part of the actual
good accomplished. Another year will reveal much greater results.
During the year, $550 have been paid towards the purchase of mission premises for a house of worship ; $650 yet remain to be paid.
Your Board haYe been at great pains to secure a good title to the prop·
erty, and haYe felt much embarrassed from the fact that the property
could not be legally conveyed to the Missionary Society, nor to any persons in trust for the Society, so as to give us the legal control of the
premises. It was thought best to furnish the money in the shape of a
loan, and let the title be made to trustees in Jamaica, in behalf of the
church in Kingston, and trnst the ability of the infant church there to
guard her own interests. \Ve are only laboring under the same embarrassments that all missionary organizations feel, under similar circumstances.
One hundred dollars have also been appropriated for the support of
Bro. J. H. Crole, to labor as a missionary in the Port Royal Mountains.
We greatly rejoice in the efficiency and success attending Bro.
Beardslee's labors and managements. Our hope is strong· in greater
achievements still.
The Jerusalem and Jamaica Missions are fully paid up to January,
1861. Our missionari~s in the Home fields are all fully paid, except
in two or three instances where they failed to send in their accounts in
time, and as a consequence, a small balance Jemaius in their favor.
Article XI. of the Constitution Yery properly requires that "all ofli,eers, managers, missionaries, or agents of the .SOciet_y
shall be members
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in good standing in their respective churches." To preserve the integ·
rity of the Constitution, it became necessary, in March, to exclude from
the Board W. W. Eaton, who had previously been excluded from the
church of which he was a member. Also, C. G. Allen, who had been
excluded by his church from membership, was necessarily dismissed
from the service of the Board.
In acting in these cases, we confined ourselYes to the fact that these
men had lost their standing in their churches, and were therefore unworthy of a place in our Board or in our service. We did not feel at
liberty, nor recognize any necessity, to go back of the action of the
churches to inquire into the charges preferred against them. Painful
as the duty is, the Board nevertheless feel compelled, in justice to them·
selves and to the cause, to place this statement on record.
FUTURE

FIELDS.

We wish briefly to map out the suggestions that have come from
various sources to shape our future efforts. We have been at pains to
secure from reliable sources, narratiYes and estimates of the condition
and prospects of the cause in many different States. These, or a report
embodying their information, will be laid before the Society, partly as
an aid to the formation of a correct judgment of various fields of labor.
The suggestions which we now offer are not of course brought before
the Society for action, but for the benefit of counsel and recommendation, that the Board may have some index to the public sentiment of
the brotherhood.
1. The fields now occupied, should be occupied still. In most of
these fields, the work is just begun. The past has been occupied with
pioneer work. It has only been laying the foundations of successful
labor. The churches formed are yet imperfect in knowledge and in
spiritual culture, and will need attention. The expense, in most of
these fields, will be partially relieYed by the contributions of the
churches. We must fortify as we go, and preserYe our acquisitions;
or this missionary effort will be simply a huge folly. The men em·
ployed should be capable of instructing the churches in their whole
duty-the duty of giving, along with all the rest,-and of developing
the gifts and talents of the churches, so as to raise up pastors and
teachers for the flocks.
2. The conquests can generally be pushed to adjoining territory.
The success of one church sounds out for many miles, and prepares
the way for a favorable hearing and a less prejudiced decision. This
is better than to scatter efforts loosely over a large extent of territory.
3. Several new Home fields should be entered the coming year. The
State of Wisconsin has not an evangelist in it, who gives his whole time
to the work. Minnesota, rapidly filling up with an Ejstern population,
freed from the shackles of their former associations, offers an inviting
field. Texas presents fields as inviting as any in the West or South•
west. Bro. Cyrus Bosworth, who traveled through that State a year
ago, obligingly furnished the Board much valuable information as to
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.the resources and wants of the different parts of the State. On our
Pacific coast there is much need of the presence of an energetic, prudent, enterprizing, influential evangelist-as all will learn when the report from California is read. In fact, our plea will meet with no desirable success until such assistance is furnished. Washington City is
a center of influence which seems above almost any other city, to be
proper missionary ground. A little band is struggling there against
fearful o~~s: Many brethren, and many friends of our cause are ?o~stantly v1s1tmg there, whose influence is lost to us; and many, it IS
feared, in the absence of the protection and fostering care of a church,
are drawn into the snares of Satan. It is a place from which the wo:cd
of the Lord ought to "sound out" with great success.
INDIAN MisSION.-Bro. J. J. Trott, in a letter dated Christian Mission, Cherokee Nation, 1860, says: "We have already about 75 disciples in the Cherokee Nation, which we humbly hope and pray may
be the firfit fruits of a glorious harvest. Some of these are the result of
our humble efforts in the old nation more than twenty years ago. Some
are the fruits of the able eftorts of Bro. Graham, and the pious labors
of Bro. Robertson ; and some 50 were converted by the zealous efforts
of brethren Goodnight and Phillips. We had the pleasure last fall of
immersing three descendants of the red man, while on a visit to Grand
Prairie, where we have a good prospect of establishing a High School.
Having volunteered our humble offorts in this missionary field, free of
charges to church or state, and having a large family to care for, we
have not been able to dernte as much time to preaching the word as we
desired, and the cause demands."-Bro.
T. makes a strong plea for
this mission, based on the location of the Indian Territory, the progress
made by the tribe in civilization, and the prospective political and social
importance of that Territory.
At the Spring Meeting, in St. Louis, a very decided expression was
gained in favor of re-establishing the African Mission. Bro. N. S.
Bastion, familiar with the ground, stands ready to conduct such an enterprise to at least a fair beginning, if a suitable colored missionary
could be had to locate there, and carry on the work. No one has yet
offered. '!.'he whole African continent will soon have been explored,
and we have little doubt that as missionaries have opened the way to
commerce, that commerce will open the way to many inviting mission•
ary fields.
The strange developments in Europe and Asia, but especially in
Italy, bid us have "our loins girded, and our lamps trimmed and burning." We ought to be training our young disciples, intellectually, but
still more spiritually, for noble ambitions and great undertakings. We
need self-sacrificing, heroic spirits, who, as providential calls are heard,
will be ready to say, "Here am I, send me." Our prayers, preaching, family and school training, must become more fully directed to this
end. The wants of our race-the true spirit of Christianity-the heroism of primitfre times'-the sufferings and the triumphs of the saints ;
~ese
are the themes which need thorough, pungent and continual
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illustration and enforcement, until the whole church is filled with the
inspirations of the love of God ; and shall stand, in these grand and
awful times, ready and eager to go forth amidst the desperate conflicts
of truth and falsehood, right and wrong, prepared to do brave battle
for the Captain of Salvation, and to avail herself of all the openings
which the startling judgments and providences of God may effect.
We can not but feel that, in the successes of this enterprise, the last
few years, the money gathered and the converts made, form only a
small part of the good that bas been wrought. The light thrown on
the whole question of missions-the awakening of the churches to sym·
patby with a lost world-the uplifting of souls into a purer atmosphere
of love, and the kindling of new desires for lives of usefulness in the
Redeemer's service :-these are among the unwritten influences which
no statistics can gather up ; but which will, we trust, ripen into blessed
fruits, in giving us a host of toiling spirits, who, immersed in the love
of God, and ambitious of the cross as well as of the crown, shall illustrate this plea for a pure Christianity of beautiful and noble devotion.
We can not close this review of the year without devoutly recording
our gratitude to the Father of mercies, that among our officers and laborers there has been no death since our last annual assembly. Even
the patriarchs are all preserved to us. Hea,·en is lavish of mercies to
us in the midst of our toils. This may not always be. But somethin(J'
still better will succeed to it. The sweet communion of these preciou~
seasons will soon be transferred from the wilderness to Canaan ; and
instead of an occasional halt from joumeyings in the desert for a season of refreshment, will be an eternal feast of love in the land of rest.
Meanwhile, and in hope of that final reunion, let us welcome the toils
and struggles of the way, and "quit ourselves like men," in the mighty
controversy with sin and hell, that the victor's crown may be ours in
the end.
By order of the Executive Board.
IsAACERRETT,Oor. Sec'y.
On motion of Bro. Walter Scott, a committee of three was appointed
to take into consideration and report to the meeting, so much of the
Report of the Board as relates to foreign missions.
The Chair appointed Walter Scott, of Kentucky, Alexander Johnston, of Illinois, and John I. Rogers, of Kentucky.
On motion of James Challen, a committee of three was appointed to
consider and report upon so much of the Report of the Board as refers
to new home missions.
The Chair appointed James Challen, of Penusy lvania, L. P. Streator,
of Kentucky, and J. M. Macrum, of Pennsylvania.
On motion of Benj. Franklin, a committee of three was appointed to
report on so much of the Report of the Board as refers to our current
operations in the home field.
2
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The Chair appointed Benj. Franklin, of Cincinnati, George W. Elley,
of Kentucky, and John T. Jones, of Illinois.
.
On motion of R. C. Rice, a committee of three was appomted to consider and report upon so much of the Report of the Board.as rela~esto
the missionary labors of John I. Rogers, in Kansas, and m erectmg a
meetincrhouse in Leavenworth City, in that Territory.
The° Chair appointed R. C. Rice, of Kentucky, John W. Errett, of
Dayton, and J. J. Moss, of Indiana.
On motion of George Campbell, so much of the Report of the Board
as relates to the employment of agencies, was referred to a committee
of three.
'rhe Chair appointed George Campbell, of Indiana, P. B, Wiles, of
Kentuckv, and C. D. Hurlbutt, of Ohio.
On m~tion of Jacob Burnet, the residue of the business appointed
for this morning's session was postponed until to-morrow moming.
.Adjourned.
AFTERNOON

SESSION.

The Society was called to order at 2 o'clock, and a portion of the
3rd chapter of Paul's epistle to the Ephesians was read, and prayer
offered by Bro J. W. Lanphear.
The m.inutes of the morning session were read and approved.
w. T. Moore, from the committee to whom were referred communications from churches, etc., made a ·report, which was accepted and
adopted ; and upon recommendation of the committee, communicatio~s
from the State Co-operation of Maryland, from the Kentucky State Missionary Society, and from the Indiana State Meeting, were read.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATIO~S.

The committee to whom was referred the correspondence of the Society beer leave to submit the following :
That the letters receiYed from State Meetings be read before the Society and published in the minutes of the meeting, with such modifications' as may be thoucrht proper. And further: that the remaining
portion of the correspgndence be referred to the Committee on Home
Missions.
W. T. MooRE,
J As. CHALLEN,
E. ADAMSON,

l

Com.

The committee to whom was referred so much of the Report of the
Board as relates to Foreign Missions, made a report through Walter
Scott, their chairman, which was accepted and adopted.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FOREitN

MISSIONS.

Your committee on Foreign Missions report that while they believe
that the funds expended in the iiiauguration and support of foreign missions could be, so far as individual conversions are concerned, more
profitably applied to Home Missions ; and while we are aware that
many of our brethren would prefer the appropriation of your funds at
home, we deem it nevertheless both important and expedient to continue
the support of the Foreign Missions already established, and which, all
things considered, have n;iet our most sanguine expectations.
WALTER SCOTT, }
JOHN I. RoGERs,
ALEX. JOHNSTON

Com.

Bio. J. J. Moss moved the appointment of a committee of three to
report upon the subject of a mission to Africa. After remarks from
Bro. Moss, the motion was carried.
The Chair appointed J. J. Moss, R. C. Ricketts and J.M. Mathes.
Bro. James Challen, from the committee to whom was referred so
much of the Report of the Board as regards new Home Missions, made
a report which was accepted; and after having been amended by consent of the committee by adding to the fields therein enumerated the State
of Texas, and discussed by several brethren, was adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NEW HOME MISSIONS.

'l'he committee on new fields in the Home Mission department, beg
learn to report, that in their jt1dgment the portions of our country unoccupied, or but partially entered upon, and which would yield results
the most important and valuable as living and potential centers in our
futme operations are the following, viz : 1. Washington City ; 2. Pennsylvania; 3. Califomia; 4. Georgia; 5. Wisconsin; 6. :Minnesota;
7 . New England; 8. Texas.
We would commend most earnestly to the Executive Board an immediate attention to the places above specified. We might extend the
list almost indefinitely, but we hardly dare hope that our means and resources will enable the Board for the coming year to extend their operations beyond what we have already indicated.
JAMES

CHALLEN;}

L. P. STREATOR,
J. M. MACRUM,

Com.

R. C. Rice, from the committee to whom was referred so much of the
Report of the Board as relates to the labors in Kansas of Bro. John I.
Rogers, read the report of that committee, which was accepted and
adopted,
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LABORS OF JOHN I. ROGERS.

Your committee to whom was referred so much of the Report of tha
Board as relates to the mission of Elder John I. Rogers in Kansas, and
his efforts to build a house of worship in Leavenworth City, beg leave
to report as follows :
1. 'J'hat the Society approve the action of the Board in reference to
the raising and expenditure of funds for the erection of said house of
worship.
2. 'fhat the zeal and success of Bro. Roo-ers are highly commendable,
and that he be allowed compensation on the same terms upon which he
was employed by the Board as missionary.
3. That the brethren should not permit Bro. Rogers to sustain any
pecuniary loss by the obligation he has assumed in the erection of the
aforesaid building.
R C RrcE, }
J. J. Moss,
Com.
J. ERR1':'f'f,
The Society then adjourned until the evening session.
EVENING

SESSION.

At 6! o'clock the brethren met and spent an hour in prayer, exhortation and praise, Bro. R. C. Rice presiding.
At 7t o'clock Bro. Rob't Milligan delivered his address to a large
audience, and was followed by Bro. Isaac Errett, the Corresponding
Secretary, in a practical appeal to the brethren, in behalf of the Society.
Pledges of money were then called for, and about four thousand five
hundred dollars were subscribed by brethren who assumed the responsibility of raising various sums during the year, ranging from $500
down to $25. Adjourned.

THIRD

DAY-MORNING

SESSION.

TnuRSDAY,October25tli.-The time from 8 to about 9·} o'clock was
occupied with devotional exercises, Bro. J. B. New presiding; and
after a short space for social intercourse, at a few minutes after 10 the
Society was called to order.
The Reports of the Recording Secretary and Treasurer and the Auditor were called for, and an explanation was made by the Correspond·
ing Secretary that it was impossible at present to give those reports, because the current settlements with brethren during the progress of the
meeting, prevented the balancing of accounts between the Recording
and Corresponding Secretaries, and the completion of the reports.
Thereupon the hearing of those reports was waived.

The committee on order of business made another partial report for
w-day's business session, as follows :
1. Unfinished business.
2. Reports of committees.
3. Amendments to Constitution.
4. Miscellaneous business.
Bro. John 'f. Jones, from the committee to whom was referred so
much of the Report of the Board as relates to the current operations of
the Society in the Home field, made a report; which, after being discussed by several brethren, was unanimously adopted.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PRESENT HOME FIELDS.

The committee to whom so much of the Report of the Executive
Board was ref~1-r~das relates to the _Homefield, would beg leaYe to report, that on viewrng the whole premises, we have much reason for congratulation that the Board have been able to accomplish so much during the last year, when we take into considera tion the limited means
placed at its disposal. We have no suggestions to make as to future
action, only that a scrupulous regard should be had to tbe charac ter
,md gualifi~ations o~ all those engaged in the missionary service, and
soundness rn the faith ; and that the fields now occupied that promise
an abundant harvest should not be neglected ; and that new fields ought
to be opened as soon as the means in possession of the Board will j ustify it : therefore,
Resolved, That the Executive Board are entitled to and should receive the entire confidence of the whole brotherhood, for their sa"'acity
0
and fidelity in the administration of their official duties.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
Jorrn T. Jons, }
GEO.W. ELLEY, Com.
B. FRANKLIN,
Bro. Geo. Campbell, from the committee to whom was referred so
much of the Report of the Board as regards the employment of agents
to collect funds, made a report, which was accepted, and after some
discussion, was recommitted to the committee.
On motion, brethren Lucas and Dearborn were add ed to the committee.
The order of business being suspended, a communication from the
lllinois State Meeting was read, by Bro. John T. Jones, and was ordered to be published wit.h the minutes.
Bro. J. J. Moss, from the committee to whom was referred so much
of the Report of the Board as relates to a Mission to Africa, made a report, which was accepted and adopted.
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REPORTOF PROCEEDINGS,
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AFRICAN MISSIONS.

Mr. President-Your
committee to whom was referred so much of
the Board's Report as refers to the African Mission, beg leave to report
that we have had the same under consideration, and we feel no hesitation in saying, that we regard Liberia as a highly important missionary field, which God in his providences is calling us to occupy at the
earliest practicable moment. We therefore submit the following resolution, and recommend its passage :
Resolved, That it is our duty as a Missionary Society to occupy and
re-establish the "Liberian Mission," as soon as the money in the treasury will justify such a step, and a suitable man can be procured for a
missionary.
J. J. Moss,
}
J. M. MATHES, Com.
R. C. RICKETTS,
The committee on nomination of officers made the following report,
which was unanimously adopted:
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMINATIONS.

FoR PRESIDENT-Alexander Campbell, Bethany, Virginia.
VICE-PRESIDENTS-IsaacErrett, Michigan; Wm. P. Stratton, R. M.
Bishop, Cincinnati; Walter Scott, Ky.; M. E. Lard, Mo.; R. C. Rice,
John Smv,h, Ky.; James C~a~len,Pa.; T. M. Allen, Alex. Proctor, M?.;
R. S. Coleman, Va.; R. M1lhgan, Ky.; J. T. Jones, Ill.; E. Goodwm,
Geo. Campbell, Ind.; J. S. Lamar, Ga.; P. S. Fall, Tenn.; Geo. Austin,
Md.; J.P. Robison, Ohio; W. H. Hopson, Ky.
MANAGERs-Benj. Franklin, J. M. Henry, James Magill, Thurston
Crane, J. R. Challen, James Leslie, A. B. Fenton, T. J. Murdock, H.
Pearce, T. H. Moore, J. F. Mills, W. H . Lape, W. S. Dickinson, Cincinnati; T. N. Arnold, Ky.; .J. M. Tilford, Ind.; W. K. Pendleton, W.
J. Pettigrew, J. D. Pickett, Va.; J. I. Rogers, Thos. Munnell, Ky.; J.
W. McGarvey, Mo.; W. C. Holton, John Rogers, Ky.; A. Chatterton,
Iowa; C. D. Hurlbutt, Ohio.
0FFICEHs-Jacob Burnet, H. S. Bosworth, Recording Secretaries;
G. W. Bi$hop, Treasurer; C. H. Gould, Auditor; D. S. Burnet, Corresponding Secretary.
R. M. BISHOP,O!tm'n.
All of which is respectfully" submitted.
On motion of Wm. P. Stratton, the thanks of the So<:iety were tendered to Bro. Errett, on his retiring from the office of Corresponding
Secretary, for the un.tiring energy and the self-sacrifice and devotion
with which he has fulfilled the duties of his office.
The committee on the subject of agencies, by Geo. Campbell, their
chairman, again reported. 'I'he report was accepted and adopted, and
the filling of the blanks therein was referred to the discretion of the
Board.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AGENCIES.

Your committee on Agency respectfully submit the following : We
recommend the adoption of the following resolutions :
Resolved, That the meeting recommend the Executive Board to
employ agents to collect funds for the use of the Society in the following States --Resolved, That the agents employed by the Board, being comp~tent preachers, are expected to be diligently engaged in ernngelizing m
their several States while acting as such Agents.
GEO. CAMPBELL,}
Gm
P. B. WILES,
J. A. DEARBORN, O •
J. R. LUCAS,
Bro. W. J. Pettigrew offered the following resolution:
Resolved, '.l'hat we commend to the Executive Board, as far as shall
seem to tbem expedient, after mature deliberation and consultation with
the church in Washington City, the selection of an agent to raise funds
for the erection or purchase of a suitable church edifice in our national
capital.
After some discussion the resolution was adopted.
On motion of Geo. W. Elley, it was
Resolved, That the Board be directed to examine specially the claims
of the Cherokee Nation in reference to the petition of Elder Trott, and
to give to his petition such aid as in their judgment it demands, if any.
Adjoumed to ! o'clock.
·
AF'rERNOON

SESSION.

At 2 o'clock the Society was called to order, and after singing a.
hymn, and reading a portion of the last chapter of the Book of Revelation, and prayer by Bro. A. Adams, the minutes of the morning session were read and approved.
R. M. Bishop offered the following resolution:
Resolved, That this annual meeting cordially approves the resolution
passed at the Spring meeting of the Society in St. Louis, to recommend
to the Board the appointment of the next semi-annual meeting of the
Society at Richmond, Va., at such time in the Spring of 1861 as they
may decide.
The resolution was adoLJted.
Bro. Geo. Campbell offered the following preamble and resolution:
Whei-eas, As the mission of the church of God demands that we
exhibit the Divine philanthropy by imitating and obeying o~r Redeem~r
in doing good to all men, especially to the household of faith, and this
by providing for the wants of the bodies and souls of the needy; therefore
Resolved, That the sufferings of the poor saints in Southern Kansas

~
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Wm. M. Roe ..••....
E. H. Brooks ........
C. G. Allen ..........
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z~ D. S. Burnet .........
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A W Roper , 1 ins ...............
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SM Long, 2 ins ...............
$5 00 James Thomas, 3 ins .........
.. . $5 00
AB Fenton, 1, 2, 3 ins ..........
15 00 Wm Mentzel, 1 ins ..............
5 00
T Drennan, 2 ins ................
5 00 John Boyd, 1 ins ................
5 00
A E Myers, 3 ins ...............
5 00 Alfred Duvall, 2 ins .............
5 00
J J Nichols, 2 ins ...•..•.•
, .....
5 00 Isaac H Sturgeon, 1 ins ...••.....
5 00
J W Taylor, 2 ins ...............
5 O,• G T Pittman, 1 and 2 ins .........
10 00
1 and 2 ins ..••.....
10 00
Elizabeth Boulware, 3 ins .•......
5 00 W H
Martha Boulware, 3 ins~ .........
5 00 E F
"
I an8 2 ins .........
10 00
J Alsop, 4 and 5 ins .............
10 00 Samuel Hatch, 2 ins .............
5 00
5 00
Louisa C Boulware, 1 ins ..••....
5 00 John W Taylor, 3 ins ............
RH Pollard, 2 ins ..............
5 00 Jemima Taylor, 3 ins ......•.....
5 00
R C Henshaw, 1 ins ............
5 00 Geo Campbell, 1 ins .............
5 00
A Samuel, l ins .................
5 00 J Robison, 1 ins .....•..
. ••......
5 00
.. 5 00
RP Cave, 3 ins .................
5 00 A Scott, 1 ins .................
5 UOJ Mathes, 1 ins ..................
5 00
Isabella P Cbi!ds, 3 ins ...........
AH Anderson, 2 ins ........•...
5 00 Elder Van Meter, 1 ins ..........
5 00
Bella A Burnet, 4 im ...•........
5 00 J Knight, 1 ins ..................
5 00
Judith F Key, 4 ins ..............
5 00 J J Moss, 1 ius ..................
5 00
Bettie T Henley, 1 ins .........
,. 5 00 John Longley, 1 ins .............
5 00
Wm Brothers ...................
20 01, Stephen Hastings, 1 ins ..........
5 00
, •. 25 00 J WW Monroe, 1 ins ...........
5 00
J Z Taylor ..........•.......
W Harper, 4 ins ................
5 00 Wm Higby, 1 ine ...............
5 00
R Meredith, 2 ins ................
5 00 Joseph Malone, 1 ins .... . .. , .....
5 00
5 00 L Cook, l ins ... , .•.............
5 00
WT Daniel, 3 ins ......•........
G W Coleman, 2 ins .. . ..........
5 00 Dr J W Cox, 3 and 4 ins .........
10 00
E Sim~, 2 ins ....................
5 00 E K Atterburv, l ms ............
5 00
5 00
W H Lipscomb, 2 ins .......
, .... 5 00 F E Williams·, 1 ins .............
5 )0
Fanny V Smith, 1 ins ... , .. , •.•.• 5 00 Thos Ray, 1 ins .................
5 OUEC Jones, 1 ins ...........•...•.
5 00
Maria O Dabney, 3 ins ...........
D Shipman, 1 ins .......
, ........
5 00 FR P,lmer, 1 ins ...........•...
5 00
Julia Pendleton, 2 ins .... , .......
5 00 0 G Harris, 1 ins ................
5 00
Wm J Winston, 2 ins ............
5 00 J B Lyman per Lucy Hahn, 3, 4, 5.15 00
John Grasty, 3 ins ...............
5 011Joseph S Hughes, 1 ins ...........
5 00
JC Patterson, 4 and 5 ins ........
10 00 John P Bowman, 1 ins ...........
5 00
Harriett Jeffries, 2 ins ............
5 00 Henry J Armstrong, 1 ins ........
5 00
5 00
Wm Jeffries, 2 ins ..•............
5 00 Catherine Vivion, 1 ins ...........
John Le Tellier, 2ins ............
5 00 GB Warren, 1 ins..
.. ........
5 00
Chas O Norris, 2 ins .. . ..........
5 00 Joseph Carter, 1 ins ... , .........
5 00
John Colburn, 2 and 3 ins ........
10 00 J D Harwood, 1 ins ..............
5 00
Robt D Tyler, 3 ins ..............
5 00 S W Warren ...................
5 00
Wm S Wilson, 3 ins ............
5 00 E C & W C White ..............
5 00
T ~[ Henley, 2 ins ...............
5 00 Dr IL Warren, 1 ins ............
5 00
PB Henley, 1 and 2 ins .... , ..... 10 00 H S Earl, 1 and 2 ins ............
10 00
Oliver Terrell, 1 ins .............
5 00 R B Eubank, 1 ins ..............
5 00
Dr PB Pendleton, 3 ins ..........
5 00 Richard Dicken, 1 ins ............
5 00
Mary S Foushee, 4 ins ...........
5 00 A Johnson, 1 ins ................
5 00
Maria K Thomas, 3 ins ..........
5 00 H B Osborne, 1 ins ..............
5 00
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$5 001Mrs. J Taylor, 2 ins ............
$5 00
H N Eastwick , l ins .............
5 1 0 " MA He~shavc, 3 ins ......••
5 00
Wm Grady, 1 ins ................
5 00 " M Johnson, 1 ins ...........
5 00
5 00 " S Alsop, 3 ins ..............
5 00
CB Cason 1 ins ................
5 00 " L Horde, 1 ins ..............
5 00
Harvey Vivion, 1 ins ... . ........
Elizabeth Amick, 1 ins .. . . • . . . . . . 5 00 " Wm E Marsh, 2 and 3 ins. , .. 10 CO
Dr A Patton, 1 ins ..... .... ......
5 00 " Nancy Suddeth, 1 ins .......
5 00
JR Clay ton, 1 ins ...............
5 00 " Anna Bonneau, land 2 ins .. 7 50
James Hitt, 2 and 3 ins ..........
10 00 " Isabella Gresham, 3 ins .....
5 00
Wm H Allen, 4 and 5 ins .........
10 00 " A Gtss, 1 ins ...............
5 00
Thos J Arnold, 1 ins ............
5 00 " E Goodwin, 2 ins ..•.•......
5 00
T J Marlow, 1 ins ...............
5 00 " EL Terrell, 3 ins ..........
5 00
WT Snell, 1 ins ................
5 00 " M Walker, 3 ins ............
5 00
Wm C Bartley, 1 ins .........
. .• 5 00 " L Lave, 4 ins .........•....
5 00
Tbos Crutcher, 1 ins ..........
, .. 5 00 " J Stevens, 2 ins ..........•.
5 00
JamesC Fox, 1 ins ..............
5 00 " J Durrett, 2 ins .............
5 011
Lewis Hall .............
, ...•• , . 25 00 " Ann Wolf, 2 ins. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
RS Compton, 2 ins .... ... .......
5 OU " Ann Munday, 2 and 3 ins .... 10 00
5 00
5 00 " Nannie Pendleton, l ins ......
EC Sebaatian , 2 ins ...•.........
Robt Howe, 2 ins.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Oil " Jane K Pendleton, 3 ius. . . . . 5 00
5 o,)
Dr LS B-mks, 2 ins .•...........
5 00 " UY Pendleto~,3 ins ........
PK Dibble ....................
. 25 00 " J B Goft~ 2 ins .............
5 00
5 00 " A T Lo::an. 3 ins .........
.. 5 OU
J W Cox, 2 ins .................
Adelia Delph (ir3 before paid) .... 8 00 " Annie Lewis, 1 ins ..........
5 00
5 00 " Josephine B Gould ..........
25 00
Hiram Bledsoe, 4 ins .............
5 00 " B W De Lancey, 2 ins .......
5 00
J A Sidener, 4 ins ..............
JaneH Hathaway, 2 ius ... .......
5 00 " James Leslie,3 ins ..........
5 00
B H Hat hawav, 2 ins .............
5 00 " Wm G Fife, 2 ins ...........
5 00
Henry Kissiuger ........•.......
25 00 " 0 A Burgess, 4 ins ..........
5 00
Wm H Allen, 2 and 3 ins .•......
10 00 " CA McCutcheon, 1 ins ......
5 00
5 00 " Mary A Hammond, ...•....
5 00
J K Rogers, 1 ins .... .. .........
A Chatte rto n, 1 ins ..............
5 110 " E Y Johnson, 1 ins .........
5 00
W H Jennings, 2 ins ...........•.
5 00 '' E Price, 2 ins ..........•...
5 00
E J J effries, 1 ins. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . 4 5 1 " Fields, 2 ins.. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . 5 00
Peter Temple, 2 ins ..............
5 00 " Ann Bruce, 2 ins ...........
5 00
.. 5 00 " Susan Stewart, 2 ins .........
5 00
Wm H Sluder, 1 ins ...........
JS Sweeney, 2 ins ..............
5 00 " N Wilmot, on I. m ..........
2 50
5 00
Hanl1ah RumbolJt, 1 and 2 ins .... 10 00 " Polly Allen, 2 ins ...........
RC Weirick, 2 ins ...........
, . 5 00 " M Jameson, 2 ins..........
5 00
10 00
Mary E Weirick, 1 ins ...........
5 Oil " Wm E Marsh, bal. .........
Barbara Carson, 2 ins ......•.....
5 00 " Elizabeth Trimble, 3 ins .... 5 00
Velonia Patterson, 2 ins ..........
5 00 " Nettie F Craig .............
25 00
Sarah Morton, 2 ins .............
5 00 " GA Dixon, 1 ins ...........
5 00
5 00
H Christopher, 2 ins ...•.........
5 Od " Pollock, 2 ins ..............
. . 1 Oil " ER Minch ell, 3 ins .........
5 00
Allen Huffman, on 1. m ........
Margaret Swift, on I. m ..........
1 00 " H C Gra ves, 3 ins ...........
5 00
5 UO
Daniel Long, 1 ins ...............
5 00 " H Bayless, 2 ins ............
W E Tabb, 3 ius ................
5 00 " H Grimes ...........•......
5 00
Margaret Boyd, 3 ins ............
5 00 " L Cunningham, 2 ins ..... ... 5 00
J E Curtis, 1 ins .................
5 00 " Kittie Grimes, 2 ins .........
5 00
Samuel Halley, 2 ins .............
5 00 " A Hildreth, 2 ins ...........
5 00
10 00 " F A Sullivan, 2 ins. . . . . . . . . 5 00
P Harrin gto n, 2 and 3 ins .........
Nancv Dane, 3 ins ..............
. 5 00 " EA Phillips, 2 ins ..........
5 00
"V H.Thomas, 2ins ... , ..........
5 00 " M Btlrrack, 2 ins ... . ......
. . 5 110
SW Th omas , 2 ius ..............
5 00 " Mary.<\ Lyne, 2 ins ... . ......
5 00
JC Allen, o~ J. m .•••..••••••••.
5 00 " M Lee, 1 ins .•....
.. .......
5 011
J Brink er, 4 ins .................
5 00 " Elizabeth Boulware, 4 ms ... 5 00
Z Herndon, 4 ins ..... , ...... .. .. 5 00 " M A Powell, 3 ins ...........
5 00
R Herndon, on!. m ..............
5 00 Sarah Alsop, 4ins ............
, •. 5 00
C Hagerman, 2 ins .. ,, .. . .......
5 00 R P Cove, 4 ins ................
5 00
Anna Starks, 2 ius ......•••.•.•.
5 00 H L Taylor, 2 ins .........
,, .. , 5 00
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ET Powell, 3 ins ......•........
$5 00 James Crow, 1 ins ...............
$5 PO
Wm N Ware, 2 ins ..............
5 00 Lewis Dudderer, 2 ins ...........
5 00
L H Whitacre, 3 ins .............
5 00 S T~ong,3 ins ..........
···.·· .. · 5 (JO
Geo W Bryant, 2 ins .............
5 00 Miss S F Pollard, 2 ins ... ·····•.·
5 00
E T Wynne, sr., 1 and 2 ins ...... Ill 00 " 0 E Pollard, 2 ins.·······.·
5 00
"
"
jr.,
"
...... 10 00 " ES Dunlap, 1 ins ... .. ......
5 00
Frank "
"
••••.. 10 00 " C Wolcott, 1 and 2 ids ....... 10 00
Rich'd "
"
••••.. 10 00 " Mary Logan, 3 ins .....• ••.· 5 00
Wm B Gray, 2 ins ..•. , ..•••.••..
5 00 " Sally L_ogan?3 ins.··•······
5
5 0
F M Jones, 2 ins ..••...•..••..••
5 00 " E Hora£, 1 ms.·.····•······
H H Wynne, 2 ins ...•••••......
5 00 " ML Foushee, 3 ms .. ·••·••·
50
RC Wynne, land 2 ins ......••.
10 00 " LA Anderson, l~t •. · · · · · · · · 5
Lucy A Henshaw, 2 ins ..••..•.
__
. 5 00 " . L A Henshaw, 1 ms .. ····•··
5 0
RC
"
2 ins ••••..•...
5 onJ H Drane, 3, 4, 5 ins .••......
· .15
Mary A
"
4 ins .•••......
5 00 S Booker, 3 ins......•........
··· 5 00
Thos R Dew, 2 ins ...•.•••.•....
5 00 W S Giltner, 3 ins ...... . .. ·····
5 00
Rieh'd H Pollard, 3 ins ....•••..
5 00 John.Giltner, 2 ins .......
·.·••·•
5 00
Susan F
"
"
•....•.•..
5 011Kate Troutman, on 1. m ...•....
· 2 50
Octavia E "
..........
5 00 Dr G W Bronaugh, 2 ins .......
·• 5 00
Cornelia Boulware, 2 ins .........
5 00 T Batterton, 2 ins .........
·• - · · · 5 00
~ 00
AN McChesney .....•..........
13 00 M H Crumwell, 3 ins ... ···•···••
-Boulware ..................
5 01 W H Montague, 3 ins ...........
a 00
F Matthews, 3 and 4 ins .........
10 00 S Nuckols, 3 ins .•.. : ...........
5 00
R L Wiley, 3 and 4 ins ..........
10 (l0 W L Graddy,.3,4, 5 ms .....•....
15 00
EB Spence, 4ins ....•..........
5ooGW Elley!~ms ••..............
500
A A Hutcheson . 3 and 4 ins ...... 10 00 L Cassell, 3 ms ..•..............
5 00
Ann H McGruder, 3 and 4 ins .... 10 00 John Marrs, 4 ins: .......••....
5 00
Angeline F "
"
•... 10 00 Joseph Wasso;1, 2 ms ............
5 00
J C Redwood, ha!. ..............
5 00 T F Marsh, 2 ms ....•.•.....••..
5 OU
Geo Anderson, 3 and 4 ......•....
10 110J B Hutcheson, 2 ius ....•••••.•.
5 00
H H Varnon, bal. ...............
15 00 Jane A Lackey, 2 ins ....••.•••..
5 00
Dr Wm Meredith 2 ins ..........
5 00 BF Rogers, 3 ins .••••.••.......
5 00
CD
"
' " ..........
5 00 Mary E Rogers, 3 ins .•••........
5 00
Wm S Wilson, 4 ins .........•...
5 00 Nancy H Moore, 2 ins ...........
5 00
Dr RB Lyne, 2 and 3 ins ...••.•..
5 00 S T Leave!, 2 ins ....•••.•......
5 00
Catherine Miles, 2 ins .............
5 00 Hiram Roberts, 2 ins •.••...•....
5 00
" " . . . . . . . . . . . !\ 00 Wm T Greene, 2 ins ..•••••••..•.
5 00
Gz
Robt D Tyler, 4 ins .............
5 00 John Guest, 2 ins ...• , ••••.......
5 00
GD Powell, 2 ins .......•...•....
5 00 Lewis H Bryant, 2 ins .......•...
5 00
John Varnon, bal. ........•.....
12 50 Morris J Harris, 2 ins ............
5 00
HJ Foster, 3 and 4 ins ..........
10 00 Dr A Adams, 1 and 2 ins .........
10 00
Hettie Hibler, 2 ins ..............
5 00 Jesse Lindsay, ba!. ..............
15 00
AO Redd,~ ins ....•.....•....•.
5 00 C Graves, 1 ins .•.•.....•••.....
5 00
Albert Allen, 2 ins ..........•...
5 00 Wm Jarrott, 2 ins .... ·...........
5 00
Anthony Phelps, 2 ins ...........
5 00 D Craig ........................
25 00
Wm Steel, 2ins .................
5 00 V Hildreth, 2 ins ................
5 00
EW Taylor , 4ins ..............
500 E:Pendleton,sr.,2ins
.•.........
500
Nancy B Messick, 2 ins ••••......
5 0(1Mahala McCoy{
lO 00
Leomrd Cassell, 2 ins. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 Rebecca Berry 5 ·· · · ••· • •· · · •· · ·
S S Wilson, 2 ins ..••......•....
5 00 Mary E Grimes, 2 ins ............
5 00
Thos Robinson, 2, 3, 4, 5 ins ...... 20 00 G W Crumbaugh, 3 ins ..........
5 00
M Hawkins, 1 ins ...............
5 00 John F Payne, 3 ins .............
5 00
Isaac Williams, on 1. m ..........
5 00 Samuel Holley, 3 ins .............
5 00
5 00 Carrie F Payne, 3 ins ............
5 00
G WHerndon, on I. m ...........
Preston Thomas, 4 ins ....•......
5 On J J Nichols, 3 ins .•••............
5 00
Andrew Steele, 2 ins .............
5 00 Bettie Rowe ..........••......•.
2 50
M Lamb, 2 ins ..................
5 OP Mollie Skillman ...........
, ... 2 50
LL Magee, 2 ins ...............•
5 00 Wm Van Pelt,jr., 3 ins ..........
5 00
Jacob Robinson, 2 ins ............
5 110Deborah Van Pelt, 2 ins ..........
5 00
J H Yontis, 2 ins ................
5 00 James W Sullivan, 2 ins .........
5 00
s Dud '.erer, 1 ins ..........
, •• ,., 5 00 Benedick Kirk, bal. .. , ...••.....
10 00
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HG Poston, 4 ins ...............
$5 00 J J Moss, 2 ins ..................
$5 00
D Clark, 2 and 3 ins .............
10 00 W McIntosh. on 1 ins ............
3 00
W Small, ~ ins.·: · · · · • ·. . . . . . . . . 5 00 Geo Campbell ..................
20 00
I-I M Dobbms, 3 ms.· · · . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 H L Lea vel, 1 ins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
John Boak, 1 in's. · · · · · · .........
5 00 John L Stone, on l. m ............
12 00
Dr James Crutcher, 2, 3 and 4 ins.15 00 Benj Crist, 1 ins .................
5 00
Dr W H Bailey, 3 ip~· · · ...... , .. 5 00 Geo Campbell, bal. .............
5 00
John Shacklefo:d, 3 ms ..........
5 00 W A "Monroe,2 ins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Geo Halbert, 2 ms .. ·· ...........
5 00 Henry Ricard, 2 ins ..........•
, .. 5 00
E J Young, 2 ins .. ···· ..........
5 00 Julia A Ricard, 2 ins ............
5 00
5 00
Margaret Swift, b~l. on 1 ins ......
4 00 Eugenia Perrin, 3 ins ............
James McCosh, 1 ms.· · ..... •• • . . 5 00 John R Marshall, 2 ins.. . . . . . . . . . 5 00
HF Hihler, 3 and 4 ins .....•....
lo 00 AW
"
"
...........
5 00
T W McArthur, 1 ins ........•...
5 00
LIFE DIRECTORS
John L Stone, 1 ins .. :. . . . • • . . . • . 5 00 R M Bishop .....••....•.
: •.... 100 00
Eliza C Anderson, 2 ms ....•••...
5 00 H R Erret.t ....................
100 00
Dr A Adams, bal. .. •· · • .••••...• 15 00 John Smith ....................
100 00
Jane Galbraith, 2 ins .•.•.......•
5 00 J A llrooks1 B Grubbs .. · • · · · · · · · · ... · .... · 25 00 by church at Sherburne.. . 5 00
John H Nelson, 1 hs. · .........•
5 00
"
Owensville .... 24 65
Mary Ann Moore, 2 ins.· .... ,··, 5 OU
"
Mt. Sterling .. 16 20
Eliza
"
"
· · • · · · • · · · 5 00
"
Flemingsburg. 4 00 49 85
JR Hnlett, 5 ins ...............
· 5 00 H Dinsmore, 3 ins ..............
20 00
Sallie Bishop, 2 ins.··• ... , .. • ... 5 00 BB Groom ....................
80 00
11 00
"
"
3 ins ............
, , . 5 00 J Shackleford, bal. .............
J B Thomas, 2 ins .. ·.· ..........
5 00 J R Lucas ..•....•.......
, ...•. 100 00
Eliza A Thomas, 2 ins. . . . . . . • . . 5 00 T N Gaines, bal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
J W Boyd, 2 ins .................
5 00 TN Arnold ...................
lOO 00
Rebecca Rogers, 1 and 2 ins ...... 10 00 J T Jones, bal. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 33 00
Wm Mentzel, 2 ins .....•.........
5 ODJ B Maginn ($72 paid prev).....
3 00
R Faurot, 2 ins .. ••··•• .........
5 00 J A Dearborn, 1 ins .......•....
10 00
James Magill .•.•...............
25 00 J D Lockwood ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 00
RP Samuel, 3 ins ...............
5 00 Miss NB Anderson, 2 ins ........
25 00
W McCoy, 4 iM ...•............
5 00 Logan Waller, 3 ins ...•........
25 00
Dr A Calloway ..................
25 00 R C Rice, 3 ins ......••........
20 (10
RS Compton, 3 ins ...... . ........
5 00 CD Hurlbutt ......•...........
20 00
J Owen, 1 ins ..........•........
5 00 Chas McGruder, 3 and 4 ins .....
50 00
MC Latimer, 4ins ...•..........
5 00 R W
"
"
.....
50 00
R J Latimer, 1 ins ............•..
5 Oil Mrs. J G Arnold, 3 ins ..........
20 00
Daniel W Greene, 1 ins ...•......
5 00 " Nancy Winchester .........
100 00
Hellen Hockaday, 1 ins ..........
5 00 " J G Arnold, bal. ..........
30 00
Mary Arn, Leslie, 4 and 5 ins ..•.. 10 00 " E McLaughlin, 2 ins ..... . . 20 00
Robt Howe, 3 ins ...............
5 OD " America Logan ...••.......
25 (JO
Mary Purcell, 3 ins ..............
5 00 " E McLaughlin, 1 ins ......•.
20 00
2 50 T P Haley, 1 ins ..........••....
25 00
Ann Lee, on I. m .........•••...•
L Pyrm, 1 ins ...•........•....
. . 5 00 J A Sidener, 1 and 2 ins ..........
50 00
Nancy Dodge ...................
5 00 H Hathaway, 2 ins ..............
25 00
Sallie Bishop, 1 ins ......•.......
5 00 J J Rrrett, 1, 2, 3 ins ..... . ...... 75 00
HZ Leonard, 1 ins ...........•..
5 00 J W llicGarvey, 1 and 2 ins ...... 50 00
Mary Jane Jackson, 3 ins ........
5 00 G W Longan, 1 and 2 ins ........
50 00
W D Moore, 2 ins ...........•...
5 00 N Marstellie, 1 ins ..............
25 00
5 00
Albert Thatcher, 1 ins .......•...
5 00 HR Pritchard, on I. d ...........
Sarah L Adamson, on 1 ins .......
2 50 James T Birch, 1 ins .............
20 00
AW Marthens, 1 ins ...........•
5 00 W C Boon, 1 ins .............•..
20 00
J W Haymaker, 1 ins .. , ....•....
5 00 J B Bowman .. , .•• , •. , .•• ,,,,, .. 20 00
Abigail R Hurlbutt, 1 ins ..••...•
5 00 W H Hopson ...............•.••
60 00
Samuel Rhoren ......••...•..••.
3 00 Dr S S Henley, 4ins .............
20 00
20 00
Thos P Connelly ................
4 00 CD Hurlbutt, on I. d ..••........
0 B Wilson, on lins ....•...•....
1 50 John Hunter .... . ...............
20 00
David Willis, on 1 ins ..•..••....
3 00 Daniel Dewees, 2 and 3 ins ....... 50 00
~ 5 00 B Franklin, on sub ..........•..•
10 00
Eld O Ebbert, l ins ...••..••.•••
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YEARLYMEMJlEJtS.
JERUSALEM
MISSION.
Carpenter ..... . ... .....• . ••.• $5 00 Ann Menda!l . ...•.......•••...
. $8 50
A B Green.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . 5 00 p C
"
• . • • • ............
:.
5')
G W Burch ..............
.. ... .. 30 00 John
"
• . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . 50
FrancesandRebeccaWest
.. ... .. lOOO ML
"
•.......•..•.......
50
s~rah J Graves •.•............•.
5 00 E C Trout .. .... . .......
.. , .... 10 00
Ann N Harris ...................
. 5 00 S L Hodgen ....................
6 00
Ann Thompson .................
2 OUWalter Ring ...................
5 00
W D Stewart ...................
5 00 E D Coleman ...... ..........
.. . 2 50
W F Patterson ... ..........
. .... 12 50 Jucob Burnet, on pledge .. . ......
. 7 50
W M Houston. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . 1 00 J Chessman. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1 00
z Carpenter ....................
4 011S Carri11gton ...................
10 00
A Friend ..... ............
. .....
2 00 R B Fife .... .. .....•.......
.•. . 1 00
EA Morrow .... .......
.... .....
1 00 C Walls . .... .. , ......•......•.
1 00
E Sparks. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 \I R Chew . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
Peter Hasby ....................
3 00 C Rowe.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
W A Pearcy.... .. .. .. . . . . • • .. . . 50 P H Murphy ....................
1 00
Elvira Hardin .........
, ..•..•..
3 5!1 J W Butler ..... ........
. . .. .... 1 00
Wm Ray ....•............•••..
5 00 N S Bastion ..............
, ....•
1 00
I 00
Wm Krum .... .. ..... .• ........
10 00 J W Martin ......
... .. " .. .....
Si:;iter at Macedonia, Va ... .. .... 6 00 J W J elfries .•........
. .......
.. 1 00
Ann McClure......
.............
25 JC Reynolds ................
.. 1 00
.. I 00
G D Hockaday ..................
10 00 A Sanders ... .................
TO Sharp ......................
5 00 S Lowe .....................•..
1 UO
"Mary" ........................
2 00 W \,Vi!son ......................
1 00
I 00
J Morton ................
. ... .. . 5 00 L J Correll .... .................
Sarah Holden ... . ..... . .. .. ... . . 5 00 BK Smith ........
.. •......
.... I 00
Mr~. S Greene . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3 00 Wm Ficklin. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 00
" Emma Shehan ... .. .........
5 00 I H Caldwell ••.....•....
, ......
1 CO
" Magee for her son ... .. ....• 5 110S Burnet . .. ... .......
. . , .......
1 00
" Reb ecca Allen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 A Atkinson . . . ... . .•.•......
. . . . 1 00
" Ann Hermon ...............
10 00 Mrs SF Tooker ...........
.. .... 4 OU
" Cummins ..................
1 00 SE Douthitt ...................
1 00
"' S B T eagarden .............
10 11
0 J E Clardy.....................
90
•' R Sweaniger ...............
1 00 JC F arm er .........
..... .... .. . 1 00
" RC Roberts ......••.......
5 00 Mary L Ricardy ..........
......
. I 00
" L Dickey . .................
5 00 " E Allen ...................
5 00
1 00
Barbara (;Jayton ................
5 00 J D unning ......................
R C Roberts.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00 L Pyrin. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 no
JAMAICA.Miss10N.
Mrs. E Porter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
, ... ... 1 00
Sarah Paul... • • • • • . • . • .. • • . . • . . 3 00 S C \i il!ar ...............
P P err in .....•.••....
•...•• .....
1 00 H Davis ................•..•.
.. . 1 00
Mary Taliaf erro ................
1 00 Cash ..... .... ................
. 4 00
E D Coleman ...................
2 OU Carrie Pro ctor ..................
6 40
A Brot ber ..•.........•.........
1 00 Sarah Hickman .... . ..••.......•
2 00
Mary Jane Eaton .. . ............
1 00 John Gardner ...................
5 00
Sarah Cbapruan .••••.••..•••••••
I 00 J Evans .......................
, 10 00
A E Step henson .•..•••••.......
1 00 Henr y Myers . . ................
. 1 00
1 oo
J Ashley ................
; ......
3 00 A White •....•..•.•..•..•......
J A Marsh ....•........•••...•.
5 00 P Looney ...............
... ..• , 1 00
IO 00 T Talbert .•. . •••.••..•.....•
. .. 1 00
J Whary ...........•••••....••.
R \lcBriar and others ............
10 00 G Street, .. ....................
1 00
Mary Biddle .....•••••••
. , ..•.••
1 00 A Lewis ........••.••...••....
3 00
America T Logan ..•.•.....
. .... 10 00 E Wagoner .....................
1 00
, ••• • • , 1 Q:)
PC ~endall................
.. . . 511J \l ilier . . ...... , ........
Ann "
....................
8 50 J Bob11u.......................
1 00
J obn "
. . • • . • • • . . . • . . • • . . • • 50 J Parrish.. . . . • • • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . 1 00
1 00
M L "
• . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • • . • 50 Mrs . J Parrish ..•...............
John Naylor .........
.. .........
2 5(1 " H B Luca s.................
I 00
J<:C Trout ......................
10 00 H B Lucas ....................
1 00
LL Hodgen .• ,,, .••.••• , ••••...
6 OUJG Lewis ••.•••••••••
, .... ..,, .. 1 00
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Alpheus ~rown ................
$1 00 H Errett .......................
$1 00
RT Prewitt .........••.......••
5 00 Eliza Needles...
.
1 00
W Adams ......................
5 00 J P Powell
· · .. · · · · .. "" · 1 00
J N oland .........
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
··
·
•
•
·
· · ............
10 00 Nancv Mendenhall
'
·
1 00
L Tyler ...............
.. .•• .... 5 00 J Macrum
.•............
5 00
Eliza· PC ave ..........••.......
"a 00 JP Porter · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · ••• · 1 ro
Fann~ l~aines ...................
1 00 Wm D Bi~l;h~~ ·.:::::::::::
: '.::: 1 0:1
Geo Smith ......................
2 50 John Ro.,.ero
4 00
O
•• • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •••
J Moot
C
,ey · • · · • · • • · · · • • • • • • • • ·, • 1 00 <\lien Crocker ...........•••...
l uO
JAMarnpbe
ll...........
.
.
.
......
5
00
W
Peak..
20
00
.
.. ..................
..
JO 00
G F nJor. · · .. · · .. · · .. · · .. ·, ... ; . 5 00 T J Murdock ....................
!etcher . ...........•.....••.
5 00 Ellen S Dickinson
r- 00
Dr Thomas
I UO
• • • •• • • •• • • • • • • v
Dr J W , , • · • · · · • · · • • · • · · • • • • ·
Collection at co~ventioo •..... . .. 21 41
e~ttrfie!d, , . , .. ... ...••..
I Oil J Rogers by ch . at Bethel
91 00
T Barthalow ....................
20 00 _
"
'
"
Tipton········-5
00
Ca sh
25
· · · ·" ·
E · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •
"
Flcmin"sburg
5 OD
S~~i:bft.~_Hyeronomous ..........
2 50
"
Maysligk, •.. : l:3 00
.. ······
.. ··
50
"
"
Mt. Sterling ... 10 110
T L F 0 ~ ion .. ······
T Bru
· · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · • · • .. · 1 00 Mrs. Ann Hermon ...............
30 00
ce. · · · · · · · · · · · .... . .•.....
1 110 " Winans
5 00
Ar pelia Fowkes
5 00
' .. · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · · · ·
D Dulan
· • · · · · · .... · • • • • •
" A Holl'e ........
· · · · · ......
1 00
' " · · · · · · • · · · · · · · • • · • . . · . 2 50 " D C Bryant
1 00
A Blackman .......
. ..•.....••.•
10 00
c
Ya
· • • • · · • •· · · • · · • ·
Church in Sharon Pa
3
~es.··•······
.. ····· .. 1 00
,
· · · · · · · · · • · · 40 " AB J•en ton
1 00
Anna Reed .. ...................
25 00
J:I w d . · · • · · · .. · .. · · · • ·
Hannah F Speer.
1 00
D
oo 11ard.... . ..... ... .. 1 00
Mrs. Smith. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 2 50 "
II Gay· · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . ... 1 00
· · · · · · · •· · · · · · · · ·
" T R Poag
1 00
JAMAICAMISSION.
Twiman. :: .°.°.'.'.'.' .°.'.'.'.'.' .'.'.'.' 1 00
, . . . . . . . . . . • • • 1 00
S Carrington .................
, . . 5 00 " E P~nn ......
Anna Reed . ..... ..... ..... . .... 25 00 " Graham ...........
. .. . ... . 50 OJ
Mrs. Smith .....................
2 50 " EC Clarke ................
5 O'J
H Dunham ..••.....
. ...••....•.
5 00 " P Boat"-right .........
, .... . 5 00
Bro. Ben ...•..••.••.
, . . . . . • . . . . 2/i " Handly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 O::J
R White.......................
50 " Herr .................
- .....
5 00
"I
N MISSION.
"
R, C R'IC k·etts ••....•.....•.
J h M
.lF "CA
, 1 00
3 00 " MB Clark ...........
.. .... 1 00
o n yers ...... ... ............
Church at Pleasant Grove, Ind . ... 2 00 " H A Williams .............
100 00
KANSASMISSION.
Joseph Bright ...................
5 00
J T Jones, on pledge .............
33 00 Mies FA Williams ..............
50 00
YEARLY
MEMJlERS,
DONATIONS,
ETC.
~1argaret J ohnso n ......
. ........
2 00
Z Carpenter ....................
5 00 ~helps .. .. ... ..... . .... . .... . 4 00
Emma She han .•.•...•.......
.. . 5 00 L . Crntcher ...............
.. . . 50 00
5 00
AB Green ....................
5 00 J McCall .......................
B Franl,!in, on sub ..............
10 OOJTltos Freeman ............•••...
5 OU
G W Burch .......
.......
.. .... . 30 00 Addie Pete.rs .......
.............
3 00
Frances and Rebecca Wrnt .......
30 00 ~II.IV hit~, on sub ..............
10 00
J F Payne ....•...•.......•••.
, .50 00 n_mcWhite .. ..................
10 00
JC Leman ..••.•••.•
•• ..•• .. .•. 25 00 Cbt!d,·en of H H & Annie White..
50
Wm VanPelt,jr . ...............
5000 WW Handy ....................
200
{f.ane Run .................
5 00
E,lizabeth Miller ...........
.....
2 00
'I Short........................
75 Jr
1chardson ......••......
,. 5 00
Noah Spindler ..••...•
. ..• , . . ... l 00 J H Drane, on sub .... . .........
40 00
Dr GS Goodheart ...............
1 00 JC Booker .. .•.. .. .......•.
.. .. 5 Oil
J Curlett. ...••......••..•......
5 00 Om~r .. . .. ......
........•...
5110
ET Mitchell .•••.....•••......
, 1 o,, Nancy Grant ..............•••...
~ 00
G C Moore ......••.
.•• ..••.....
1 00 JLo!Lm
Peters .....................
2 00
J Kemp ..•..•••..••..••........
1 00
D~'.sey .....................
10 00
T W Chandler ..................
1 00 Mary G1hn~n ...................
5 00
J Da,-is .•••.•••..••..••...•....
20 OOJ P McCann . . . ...............
. 5 no
J H Marstci!le ..... . .. , .. .. .. . . . 1 00 Cash .. · .. · · .. . . . . . .. . . • • • • • • . . • 50
3
J .Miles .......
. ... , •..•• , ..•..• , 5 00
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A E Fuller ......•••••..•.•••...
$1 00 L Wiley .... .•. ................
. $1 00
1 00 A Joh, ,ston ....•.••....•...••••.
1 00
Henry Wilson .. ..............•..
1 00 A Sm ith .....•...•••••••...••..
. 10 00
G W Hutton ....................
Robt Ja ck man ............
. .. .... 1 00 R C Blair . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
SJ Champion ...................
1 00 TD lV!itchell.. ..................
1 00
1 Oli Rachel Mitchel! .................
1 00
J Jones ............••.....•....
JGalbr ait h ..........••.........
100 Uriah Ball .. ..... ........•...
... 1 00
J obn Aydelatt ..................
1 00 Dr Pea se ....•.........
•. ..•. ... 5 00
1 00
Bro. Van Buskirk ...............
1 00 H Musgrove .. ..................
RB Henry ...............•.....
1 00 K Shaw ........................
1 00
E KJohnston ...................
1 00 RO McCune ...•...•.•••
. ......
1 00
'l'bos Crawford ..................
50 00 Cyrus Bosworth ....•.•..........
1 00
E Hikes ...........•............
30 00 J Lamar .... . ..................
. 1 00
R Welsh .......................
50 00 Mary Jacks on .........
... . ......
3 00
1 00
M Ramsey ......•........••••..
5 00 l\1 McKee ......................
1 00
\Vm Hikes .•.•.....
. . .. ...... .. 5 00 ,"i Leslie ................•.••.•.
ED Sidman ..............•...
,. 1 00 Amanda Haymaker .....••••..
. .. 1 011
S Landis .....................
.. 1 00 A K Branham . .... ........
• .....
1 CO
LC Priest .........•............
1 00 A M Branham ........•...
, •....
1 00
1 00 T Woodward •...•...•...•••.
... 1 00
DC Stiver .....................
1 00 ~larv L Rice .........•...•••.
. .. 1 00
SP Fuller ..........•.••..•.....
.. 1 00
J M R ogers ................
. .... 1 00 A Green ...... . ..............
D Batterson •...................
1 00 Mary Roly ............•..•......
1 00
J P Mathers ................•....
1 00 E S Fitch .......
, ..•••••.•..•..
1 00
• .................
1 00
Wm Brothers ...................
10 o,, A J Fitch..
RM John son ..............••.•.
1 00 John Tait ....•.......•..•.
... . . 1 00
B Ne1vland ..........
. ..........
1 00 Nancy Summ ers ..............
.. . 1 JO
D Gray ........................
1 onAD Taylor .•.........•.••......
1 00
. 1 00
Peter l\lcDanie!. ......•....•••..
1 00 H E Smith ...•. . ....•.••••....
D F Tilford . ....................
1 00 Sallie Farra . . ..................
1 00
L iV Short ................
. ... . 1 00 Ciara Adams ....•.......••••..
. 1 00
W M Scot t ..•........••.•.....
. 1 00 S S Doyle ...... . •..........•...
1 00
D G Potti nger ......•...........
1 00 Mrs. J F Mills .....•.••••••••.••
1 00
E W Shortridge .................
l 00 J H Parker ...............
. .....
1 00
. ..•......•.
1 00
C G Bartholomew, on pledge ..... .40 011R Whitehead .......
R L Howe ...........
... .. . .... . 1 00 R H Mills .•..••••••••••........
1 00
J Brodie ..... ...........
. .... . . 1 00 G A Dixon ....•••..•••••..••••.
1 00
W D Moore, on pledge ..........
75 00 Sarah Dixon .•.•..............•.
1 00
John Smith ....................
1 00 D H Matthews ••..........••••..
1 00
Cornelius Amith .................
1 t:0 J Hall .........................
1 00
Lucinda Dille ..........•........
1 00 Wm T Moore, bat. on pledge •.•.. 32 00
Christian Brindle .................
8 00 Maria New . .. ............•••...
2 30
Reuben Balc h ........•..•......
1 00 S Maltas . .......••••.......••..
1 00
J Hawley .......................
1 00 J W Lanh am .. . ................
1 00
1 00
JR Cooper .....................
1 00 Dr J (J Beck . ..... .. ..•...••....
Cash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 J Richardson.. . . • • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . 1 00
W H Hazelri gg . .. . .. • . .. . .. • . . . 2 00 A Casad.. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . • • . . . . . 1 00
Hortense B Thomas .... .. .... .. .. 1 00 A L Edwards ....•...••..••••...
1 00
Pru 'ence Magill ..................
1 00 J H Henrv ......................
1 00
Jane Brown .....................
1 011A Rickar,l. .....................
1 00
. 2 00
Francis Dye .....................
10 00 J Williams ....................
J R Sur face ....................
1 00 T Graham ......................
1 00
Clark ...... .. ........
. .. . .. . 1 00 Lizzie Mogi!l..... .. .•••••..•
, ••. 1 00
0 Osborn .......................
1 00 S M Hu ston ...... , ...........•
1 00
Wm Needles ............•....
.. 1 00 RB Henry ..... .. .. ...•..••••...
3 50
SH Brown ......••..••....
... . . 1 00 Dr E Logan .............•••..••
1 00
L J Correll. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . 1 00 Mary J ane J arrott.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00
M J Correll. .... . ... . .......
... . 1 00 Lydia E Smoot .................
2 00
J oscph Frank .....•..•
.• •......
. 4 00 Tabitha Warren ..•••............
5 00
J W Lanphear .•••..............
1 00 E Jachon ..............•.......
3 Oil
SW Nesbit ... ,., .••. ,, •.••.....
1 00 GT Hillman., .••••.•.••..••...
1 00
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BF Richardson,.., . .... . . .... .. $5 001J L Herr .....••..
.........•
. • .$!i 00
: . ..•. .. .. . .... . 10 00
Sarah Jury .••....•..........••.
5 00 A Herr .....•..•
MB Waddy ........
· • .•..••.•...
5 00 C Auterbon .•••...•...........
. 10 00
MA Blcmker . .. ·. · · . ........
. . 2 011Person of color..................
25
Collections rep'd by J S Robertsonl l 65 Henry Button .••• , ..... .. . • ••• . . 5 00
RS Thomas ..•••.•• •...•.. ..... 10 00 A Button . .••. .. .... . ...•.••• ... 1 00
Thos Hedden ...................
10 5'1 John Peyton . . ................
.. . 2 00
20 00 AN Gilbert ..•....•.....•••...
. 5 00
G W Birch ...•..........•..•••.
J \V Crumbaugh . ......•...•....
5 110Lizzie He nshaw .. •.•.••.....
.... 15 00
2 50
John Varnon .... ...... . .••..•..
. 12 50 R Sale .............•.......•••.
5 00 Jame s Clora,jt· .•..•....•.•.•••..
5 00
J A Sweeny ...•. . ••...• , .......
Julia Hikes ........
.... .........
10 00 JS Wi!hol't ...................
.. 5 00
Sarah White ..... ........
. . . .... 1 Oil P Barb er . ..............
..... ... 10 00
F A Crump ...•.•••..••••••.•.•.
5 00 J Hardin g . ... ... .... . ..........
10 50
. . ..... .. 3 00
G W Bashaw •..... •• ..•.••..•..
5 00 Z Clow .... .... ........
Wm Skeeme .. . ..... •..•........
5 00 PH Snider ....•...............
, 5 00
J R Esterter .....•••..••..
, • . . • • 5 011W Snider.. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
1 00
T P White ....•..........•••...
2 00 K Clow ......•••..•.•.•..•.....
JD Guthrie ..••...•...•...•.....
5 00 Moses Callender................
50
J B Hoover .....................
2 00 Th os Ya ger ....••••••••.•......
5 00
John T erry .... , ...... . .........
1 00 J H Button ••••......•••.••.....
2 50
L D Pa vish . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . • . . . 50 M Selby. . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . 25
-Slanght ,er •.. .••.•.•.••..
. .. 5 00 Sarah Harding, on sub ......••.
.. 2 00
H S Buckner.. • • . . . • • • • • . . • • . . . 1 00 W A Harding, on sub... • • • • . . . . . 5 00
s J Dodd ......................
. 1 00 Cash ...•.............•.
. ... . .. 6 30
E Stone. . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . 5 Oil P Kirtly ........................
5 00
D E Starks . ..• .. ••••.•.•••.....
l 00 Ruth T erry .....•....•.
. ••••...•
1 00
Er_. Huffman ........••.........
5 00 Susan Farmington ............
, .. 1 00
S G Henry ...........•...•••••
. 5 00 Mary Gatewood .....••.
. ...... . . 1 00
. . . 50
Cash .... . ..........
.... ...•. •. . 2 00 Matilda Evans...............
W B Wilson .. .........
. .... . .. . 5 00 Ellen Ritter....................
50
Dr R Vauglm .....•••...•..••...
2 00 Sarah Feband.................
.• 50
R Skeeme ...•.....
.. .•.........
5 00 Cash ..........••..•..•.........
1 45
Miss Summers ... ,..............
50 D Fible ..•.••.•..••............
5 00
G Dodge . ... ..... .............
. 5 00 G W Nickols ..••...•......
. .... 5 00
3 00
G C Castleman .. , ...............
5 00 Eld S H King .••••.• , •..••......
J P Torbitt .... . ..• ....• •••... .. 5 00 H. P Bowman . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Samuel Castlema n ...............
2 00 [, Lo wen . .............
, ...•..• . 1 00
Orlen a Dorsey. • • . • • • • . • . . . . . . . . 1 110Rebecca Douglas, on sub .........
1 00
Wm Osborne ..... . .........
.... 1 00 J H Sister ......................
5 00
1 Oil
P Thom as, on sub ......•........
5 00 1Cash . •.•........•........•••..•
CONTRIBUTIONS

FROM

AUXILIARY

SOCIETIES .

Church in Owasso, Michigan .......................•••••••.•......•.•
$8 07
"
Petersburg, Ky., on Vawter's pledge.........................
2 00
"
Hannibal, Mo ., per Wm. H atch ......•
, ..••.............••..
20 00
"
Christian Union, Ind., per Sam'! Mathers....................
7 50
"
Ind ependence , Missouri. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . 9 30
''
''

Paris,
Liberty,

''
''

"
"
"
"

Wellington,
Columbus,
Glasgow,
Bet'mny,

"
"
"
"

, ...............................
. ~ ................................

''
"
4'

Ro cheport ,
"
Antioch,
"
Bl1rnettsville, Ind.............

"
"

Madison, Ind., and others ......•..........••.....••....•
Pleasant Ridge, Ind .... ... ..... . .......
, ..................

''

Harrison, Ind ..•. , .. , . ......

, ....

25 25
. . 10 05

per H. H. Hal ey.............
... .....
23 00
per HS Earl ...•...•.
: ..........
. .... IO 70
per J . W. Cox .. ...................
. . 10 00
per T. M. Allen.... . .......
. .......
. . 6 00
''
"

......................
. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . .. .

. . . ... . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .... . . . .
.. ............................

6 00
9 00
8 00

, • • • 52 25
19 00
5 60
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Church in Westville, Ind .•••..••...•••....•.••.•••••.•.•.....•....••
fl6 50
"
Little Flat Rock, Ind •..•.................•••..............
16 65
,,
Fayetteville, Ind..........................................
4 00
Anderson\'ille, Ind........
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 30
Groves, Rush county, Ind..................................
6 37
Ben Davis's Creek, Ind....................................
9 25
Ill ................••..........................
r,o 00
" Springfield,
Liberty, Missouri. ................••..............•........
13 25
PaJ•nesville "
....•••....
, ..............................
20 00
Fayette,
"
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50
" Glasgow,
"
..........................................
)5 50
"
........
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
" Tre1:ton,
St. Joseph, "
..........................................
14 65
Murfreesboro, Tennessee ..................................
65 UO
Dayton, Ohio.............................................
5 39
Perrytown, Ohio .... , , . , , . , ..... , .........
, . , , . , .. , .... , , . . 7 00
Jeffersontown,Kv .........................................
665
Macedonia, Ky.: .. , ••.. ,,, .. ,., .. , ..... , .. , ..... ,,........
5 00
North Middletown, Ky ..........................
, .........
, 10 10
Bruceville, Ind ........
, .. , •• , ...••................
, .......
13 (:0
Lexington, Ind .••.........•........
, .••. , , ...... , • • . . . . . . . 2 50
" Maysville,
, ..........
20 00
" Germantown,Ky ..................................
Ky ...................................
, ......
21 00
Creek, Ky .......................
, .................
10 UO
" Beasley
Mill Creek, Ky ............•.•...................•.........
10 80
Ky .........................................
10 0
" Flemingsburg,
Eliza ville, Ky ............................................
10 oO
" Tilton,
Ky
...........
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
00
" Providence, Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208 00
Mt. Auburn, Ind ............................
,.............
5 00
Ill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
" Franklin,
Mayslick, Ky ..............
, ..............................
25 00
" ,vheeling,
Va .............................................
20 70
" New Cumberland,
Va ...........
,..........................
3 75
" Indianapolis, Ind ...........•.•............................
18 00
" Cedar Spring, Ky ..........................................
30 00
" J efforsontown, Ky .........•.............•••...............
00
" Paducah, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
" Lafayette, Ky. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 725 50
25
"
..................................................
25 50
" Lebanon
Ky ........••....
, .•... , .•.....
, ...........
, . . . . . . . 39 65
" Cadiz,
Hopkinsville ..............................................
97 60
" Liberty
...................................................
34 25
" Hopkinsville
....•............................
; . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
" Euergesia .............................•..................
35 00
" Elkton.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 26 00
" Allensvi!le
..............................................
. 27 45
"
Elkton ...........•...................
,,,,................
3 00
" Days
ville ..........
, . : ....................................
25 00
" Gordonsville..............................................
5 00

..

..
..
..

"
"
"

"
"
""
"

"
"
"
"

~:;::~~~
..::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::.
·:::.
·.·.·::::..:::::::: 10~i00~~
Russellville ...............••.............•................
Glasgow ...........
, .. , ...............................•...
Pleasant llill ......••........•.............................
Shelbyville ...............•....................•..........
Frankfort ....•. , ...........
, ... , .............•............
Newcastle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hendensville .... : •.•......................................
Mount Eden ......•......................................
Jeptha ..•.•.....•••..••........••...•.
, ••..•.............

14 50
11 50
36 80
38 00
3 50
41 45
17 50
17 00
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Church in Independence, Missouri. .......
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$41 30
"
Liberty,
"
.............
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00
"
Gilead,
.. , ............................
, . . . . 1 50
Richmond,
"
. , •... , , ...... , , ..................
, . 6 00
• , .............
, ....................
17 40
" Lexington,
"
.. , , ..• , ................•.....
, .....
12 80
" Brunswick,
Richland,
"
...............
, .......
, ..• , ........
14 90
" Boonsboro,
"
... , ............
, , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 30
" Rocheport,
"
,
..........
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
4 40
" Columbia,
"
... , .............................••
, 6 15
Millersburg,
...............................
, . , . . 2 50
" Fulton,
"
. , .... , .............................
12 65
" Mexico,
..........................
, , ........
15 80
" Paris,
, .... , .......
, .. , . . . . . . . • • 6 40
" Buck lick, Kentucky"•..•.............
, , . 9 (O
" Lawrenceburg ................... , ............., ............, , ..............
, ... ,,,, ... ,. 25 00
" Marble Creek .....•.•.......
,., ..... ,, •............
,.,, ... 32 00
"
........
, ..•........
, ... , •........
, •..•... , , ..... ,. 23 50
" Midway
Springs .....................•.....
,., ..............
15 00
" Grassy
...................•........
, ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 75
" Versailles
Shelbyville
••...••............................•..
,
.•..
,
.
.
.
2 00
" New Union ...........................
,,, .... ,........
. . . 1 00
" Versailles
..••.•.......
, ...... ·.••.... , ... , ... , . , ... , . , . . . . 2 00
"
.............•.......
, ..........
,, ........
,....
8 50
" Moton~ville
Shelbyville •.••....................
, , .................
, , , . 1 00
" Providence
..•••...•......................
, . , , ...........
, . 15 00
"
... , ......................
, ............
, ..... , ......
12 50
" Keene
...•.........................................
11 00
" Nicholsville
Bethany ....•.....•..........•.•
,..
. ....................
10 50
" Sulphur
Well.............................................
8 10
''
I-Iarrodsburg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 00
''
Mt. Vernon...............................................
2 20
''
Grape ViBe...............................................
3 0()
''

Cane Run ................................................

Union Church, Lafayette Co., Mo .....................................
Collection in St. Louis church ...................
, ......•.............
"
made by J. I Rogers in various places ..............•.......•
Church in East Smithfield, Pa .•••...............................•....
Sunday School in 17th street New York ..............................
Church in Brushy Fork, Ohio .............•.....................
,....
Sunday School at Pleasant Ridge, Ind., on 1. m. for Sup't ................
Sunday School at Frankfort, Ky .......
,... .... ... . .... .... .. .... ... ..
Antioch chnrch, Shelby county, Ky ...................................
Contribution at Eminence, Ky ..........•............................
Young ladies at Eminence College....................................
Mrs Ann Men<lal..................................................
Indiana State Meeting ...............................................
Church in Whetstone, Ohio, per J. D. Campbell........................
Sunday School in 17th st1·eet New York ...........•...................
Church in Brooklyn, N. Y .......
, ...........
, .......................
Co-operation meeting in Friendship, Ind.... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

30 00
10 UO

28 00
78 00
10 00
31 00
2 12
10 00
5 00
24 00
13 25
5 00
2 00
5') 00
9 00
16 00
10 00
9 20
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RECAPITULATION.
Cash in treasury at last annual report .............

,,, ... , ........

, $2,268 03

RECEIPTS,

Received on Life Memberships and Life Directorships.,,.,
... ,.....
"
from Annual Members and Donators •• ,., ... ,, ..• ,.......
"
from Auxiliary Societies .... , .. , •• , .• , .... ,.,, .. , .. ,.,..
for Jamaica Mission ..... , ....• , , ..............
, .. , .. .. •
for Jerusalem Mission..................................
"
for Kansas Mission ... , ..... ,, ........••..
, .• , ..... , ••• ,
for African Mission .. ,., ..... , .• ,, ... , ..... ,, ........
,,
"
for House in LeaYenworth Citv .... , .• ,, .. ,, .... ,.,,.....
Value of Lot in Leavenworth .........
'. ....•. , .........
, . . . .. . • .
Total. ..........................

, .............................

4,230
2,537
2,510
149
165
353

35
73
02
25
90
0o0o
5,200 00
1,000 00

$18,099 28

EXPENDITURES.

Jamaica Mission ....................
, •.. , .... ,,,,.,,
.••.. l,200}
1,850 00
House and Lot iu Jamaica .. , ... , .............
, ...• ,,., •. , 550
Jamaica Mission at Dallas Castle .........
, ..... ,,, .. ,.....
100
1erusalem Mission .............................................
, 1,500 00
Home Missions ....• , .. , ... , ...• , .. , .......•
,,,, .............
,.,
5,096 60
Salary of Corresponding Secretary •...••..•.
, .• , ....•.•.
, • , . , , , •. 1,200 00
Traveling expenses of Corresponding Secretary, •.. , ... , . , , . , • , •...
177 10
"
"
A. Proctor., ..• ,, ••...•...••....
,., .••....
15 00
10 00
"
"
Geo. Campbell •.....••..•......•..•...••••
10 00
''
J. H. Cox.......................••........
40 00
"
"
\V. J. Pettigrew ............
, .....••.......
Publishing ProcHdings of last Convention ..............•
, ..•......
148 48
Postage, counterfeit money, discount, stationery, etc •........•..•...
88 72
Meeting House in Leavenworth City ...........
, ..... , ... ,, ...... . 5,200 00
Value of Lot in Leavenworth City •... , .... , .... , .• ,, ... ,,,,, ... ,. 1,000 00
Bal::mce in trearnry .............
, •..... , .... , .. , , , , , ... , , .... , . , 1,763 38
Total. •• , ................
CINCINNATI,

, , •.. , ........•..

Oct. 26, 1860.

, , .....

, ............

$18,099 28

H. S. BOSWORTH, Rec. Sec'y.

conrnUNICATION
FROMILLll'fOIS
STA
TE MISSIONARY
SOCIETY.
To tlie American Christian Afissionary Society now in session in Cincinnati, Oliio :
'
BELOVEDBRE1'HREN-l-IaYingbeen appointed by the Christian Missi~nary ~ociety of the ~tate of Illinois their delegate to meet you upon
this anmversary occasion, I would state that the brethren oraanized
said Society in the year 1866, with a special reference t.o the ,~'1stterritory embraced in the Prairie State, which affords as fine a field for
missionary effort as any part of the great :Mississippi Valley. The
brethren no doubt organized too many congregations for their pre:lChing force, consequently a Yery large proportion of them are destitute
of preaching and in a languishing condition. The means secured for
missionary purposes has been very limited, but a Yigorous effort is
now being made to raise a fund to be appropriated to missionary work.
So far as an estimate can be made from our present data, we must
have an aggregate membership of about 40,000. Some neighborhoods
arn well organized and have the word faithfully preached, and doing
good se1Tice in the cause of our di,,ine Master, the Lord and SaYior
Jesus Christ. The brethren haYe kept up annual meetings since I 832,
but the machinery proYed too ponderous for practical purposes, and
resulted in a new organization at the time just mentioned. About
eight months have been devoted in raising a fund for mis8ionary purposes, resulting in promises amounting to about $5,000.
There is perhaps some $4,000 promised to the American Christian
Missionary Society, one half of which is now due, and perhaps may be
realized the current year, as the Lord has blessed us with an abundant
harvest, after submitting to three failures in our crops. Our preaching brethren, with a Yery few exceptions, are sound in the faith, and
not ashamed or afraid to proclnim the gospel of the Son of God in its
primitive simplicity and purity. During the last year we haYe sustained a sernre loss in the <leath of Elder Wm. A. Young, of Charleston, Coles county, and P. H. Murphy, late President of Abingdon College. A large draft has been made upon the brelhren for educational
purposes, amounting in the aggregate to some $11?5,000, a considerable
proportion of which remains unpaid. Two of our colleges arc in successful operation, and promise to be great auxiliaries to the cause of
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civilization. There is now but a feeble opposition to co-operation, and
that is likely to disappear entirely. It is difficult to keep any machinery in operation without some screws becoming loose and retarding its
movement. But we hope, by the blessing of our heavenly Father and
your prayers, to repair all damages in our religious machinery, and
get under full head way upon the gospel track, regardless of all obstructions that may be thrown in our way, by false brethren or sectarian
bigotry. As for compromises, we have none to make. Our motto is,
"the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth," as revealed
by our blessed S:n-ior and his inspired Apostles, and found fully recorded upon the pages of the New Testament Scriptures.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JonN T. JoNES.

FROJIKENTUCKY
DIISSIONAR
Y SOCIETY.

I

Tlie J1entucky Cliristian Missionary Society, convened in Lexington,
Oct. 3, 1860, to tlie A. C. Missionary Society :
DEARLYBELOVEDBRETIIRl>N-The eleYenth anniversary of our Society closed on the 5th of October ; and with the view to convey to you
an expression of its fraternal sympathies with your efforts in a common
cause, the following action was recorded among its minutes :
Resolved, That the Secretary of this meeting prepare a letter to be
sent to the approaching anni,·crsary of the A. C. Missionary Society;
aud that brethren \Vm. Standiford, John I. Rogers, M. C. Tiers, \Ym.
Jarrott, G. W. Ellcy, and any others who may be in attendance, be appointed delegates to represent this Society in that meeting.
The experiences and labors of another missionary year, dear brethren,
haYe closed with us. ·while we realize how partial and inadequate haYe
been our efforts, when Yiewed in the light of the unirnrsal wants of sinenslaved humanity, yet the comparati\'e success which crowds the infant cxperime11tsof our State Mission encourages us to believe that God
is with us, and to prosecute our noble work with renewed energy and
zeal. Eighteen evangelists haYCbeen sustained under the auspices of
our Board the past year, on an arnragc of about six months each.
They ham been instrumental in adding, within that time, 1,935 souls
to the body of Christ, besides organizing five new congregations and
strengthening many feeble ones. Our Society has been in actiYe operation about ten years, during which time it has expended in hehalf of
missions about $27,000, and reported through the labors of its evangelists more than 12,000 souls brought within the fellowship of the
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church. Yet not more than one tenth of the missionary resources of
our State haYe been de,·cloped and brought to bear in this work. .Our
energies and efforts have been employed almost entirely in the destitute
portions of the State. Our evangelists assure us that in some of the
mountain counties, where, a few years ago, scarcely a representa ti\'e of
apostolic Christianity was known, in the providence of God, flourishing
congregations have been built up ; and hundreds of disciples mingle
blessings of gratitude upon the missionary cause, with their devotions
to Goel, and that thousands are now rejoicing in the light of truth and
the hopes of eternity, who, without such timely aid, would to-day be
famishing for the bread of life.
In rehearsing thus our experiences, we do not forget to sympathize
with you, dear brethren, in your more general missionary efforts. \Ve
have rejoiced over your successes which ham been published from
time to time. May the brethren eYerywhere, under the holy impulses
of Christian philanthropy, sustain you, until the nations of tho Orient,
the disbnt Isles of the sea, with the North :md South of the New World
be overspread with the knowledge of God ; and the great heart of this
univer se throb with one impulse in the praise of the Most High. Nor
do we forget to sympathize with our sister States, which are inaugurating measures to have the g·ospel-feast spread to the poor of their land.
We welcome our brethren all, who labor for these ends, as co-operants
in a common cause. Together, we would exhort them to labors and
sacrifices commensurate with the grandeur and importance of the mission before them. If ours is the Christianity of the Apostles, restored
in its primitive estate, this mission can be nothing less than the conquest of the world, and its subordination to the catholic principles
which form the basis of our religion. We have no compromises to
make or to accept, because we can not bargain away truth for error.
Our policy is plain and straightforward. We must go out and "preach
the gospel to every creature," until Christiani ty, as it was in the days
of the Apostles, is installed upon the ruins of all idolatries, infidelity,
apostasies and sectarianism throughout the world. Shall we remind
you, beloved brethren, of the deep and impressil'e responsibilities of our
position? With trembling and humility we would accept them, while
we pray to our heavenly Father for strength and courage equal to the
task before us. Our joint successes have demonstrated what may be
done with fully developed resources, and urge upon us the expediency
of measures to enlarge to the utmost our means and operations.
May the counsels of Divine Wisdom and the spirit of Christ guido
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and influence us in all our deliberations and actions in behalf of the
cause of missions, is the prayer of your brethren in the hopes of immortality.
R. C. RrcE, President.
Z. F. SMITII,Secretary.
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gaged ; but we find an abundant field in our own State demanding not
only all our means and efforts, but rendering yery acceptable any assistance, either in the way of men or means, from our more favored
brethren.
With earnest prayers for the success of the cause of missions, which
is the cause of Christ, I remain yours truly,
E. ADAMSON,
Sec'y.

FROnIIlIARYLAND
CO-OPERATION.

\

i

DEAR BRo. ERRETT-In compliance with your request to furnish
information to the A. C. Missionary Society, conccrnino- the condition
of things in our State, I Eend you hercwilh, on beh:lf of our State
Meeting, a few items relative to the cause of Christ in the State of
Maryland.
The number of members in the State, including the church in \Vashington City, one in Chester county, Pa., and a few brethren at one point
in Virginia, as reported to our last annual meeting in February, was
767. Since that time there bas been a gain of about 60 members.
Number of churches, 12; number of preachers wholly engaged in the
work, 3; besides these there are 5 or 6 brethren who preach acceptably in !heir own localities and occasionally elsewhere, who are engaged
in secular avocations, whose business and circumstances do not permit
them to giYe themseh·es wholly to the work. As to teachers,
have
no schools
under
the
patronage
of
our
brethren.
SeYen
of
our
cono-re•
b
gat10ns report Lord's day schools, with an aggregate of 500 or 600
pupils, and about 100 persons in all as superintendents, officers and
teachers in these schools.
'
Our churches are few and rather remote from each other, and mostly feeble ; yet there is a good degree of encouragement in the success
at~ending the preaching of the word in nearly every place where a
faithful effort has been made to hold forth the word of life. On behalf
of our State Board, I would respectfully mge the importance of aidinO'
the faithful band of disciples in Washington City in maintaining t~
cause in that city. Its position as the capital of the United States O'ives
it an importance second to no other place in our country, and i1~our
humble judgment. a more judicious application of funds could not be
made than to assist the brethren there to sustain a missionary in the
city to build up the cause there.
We hope this point will receive the prayerful attention of the Society
and of the Executi,·e Board.
It. will girn our State Board pleasure to confer and co-operate with
you rn any way that we can in the great work in which you are en-

,rn

FROillINDIANA
STATEMISSIONARY
nIEETING,
To the American Cliristian Missionary Society:
BELOVEDBRETHREN-\Vh1lst we ha Ye reason to be thankful to our
heavenly Father for the success which bas attended tho labors of our
brethren in bringing precious souls into the fold of Christ and prese1'Y·
ing the liYes of all our prominent faithful evangelist,; in Indiana, during
the past year, and for the manifest increase of zeal for God and the salvation of men in many parts of om State, we haYo lo regret !hat the
energies of the brotherhood haying been almost exclusiYely deYoted to
the work of the Lord within our own borders, our conlrihution to aid
in farthering lhe objects of yom Society is so meagre.
Our Board of Managers has ordered to be forwarded you at your
present ann~Yersary the amount of contributions through the Indiana
• Missionary State Meeting for the Jamaica Mission the sum of $42,00;
and the amount contributed for Foreign Missions, $8,00 ; which the
Board has ordered to be applied to the Jamaica Mission; making together tho sum of fifty dollars ; which will be handed you by Bro. J.
M. Tilford.
Having through the agency of Bro. Goodwin, who bas during the last
year acted as our General Agent and Corresponding Secretary, aroused
an interest in behalf of missions general1y, and haYing seemed the ser·
vices of another brother in the same work for the coming year, we hope
hereafter to be able to do more than we have yet done.
We baYe no means of ascertaining the number added to the fold of
Christ in our State during the past year, but enough is known to warrant us in saying that it has been unusually large; united efforts by
chmchos and evangelists haYe seldom been made that barn not been
blessed with success.
Tho number reported at the late annual session of our State meeting
was about 20,000, which we suppose to be about one third the aggre·
gate of our brotherhood in the Stale.
May the Divine blessing rest upon you and crown your efforts with
Sec'y.
success.
J. M. BRAMWELL,
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who will be reckoned as belonging to us in Kingston, till a church is
organized in that quarter. This makes our total nett increase 66.

REroRr FRou BRo. BEARDs1 EE.
ELDER

IsAAC ERRETT,

MISSIONARY

SocIETY

CORRESPONDING

SECRETARY

AMER!CAN

CHRISTIAN'

:

Dear Brother-I wrote you in my last that I was about vi:iting a
new point in the Port Royal Mount:.ins. I went up at the ~n~e appointed and found two persons ready for baptism, which I admuu~tered
on Lord's day morning. I preached at 4 P. M. to a congreg~twn of
about forty persons, at the residence of our. sisler, after which. we
"broke bread." TwelYe, I think, sat down with us on that occasion,
chiefly members of Baptist churches, and al~unit~d in giving th~ newly
baptized a welcome into the kingdom of Chr'.st. The people weie much
pleased, and anxious to have me come agam. Before I left the place
two others decided to g-ive themselves to the Lord, and there are now,
I understand, several more anxiously awaiting my return to be bap. d I yisit them ao·ain on the last Lord's day of this month. '!'here
t 1ze
o
·
h
.
seems every prospect of another church being established shortly 111 t at
locality.
Th e cause is onward at Dallas Castle. Four have been added from
the Baptists and two by immersion, since my last repQrt. ~ro. Crole
is waxino· bold in the faith, and the church seems to be makmg pleasing proii·ess under his teaching. I hop~ something will _besent him
soon, as he is really in need. We arc domg what we can 111 the mean
time.
In Kino·ston we have had one baptism and six additions from the
native Ba;tists. Since my last annual report we have had thirty additions, as follows :
Wesleyans ....•..••...•...•.
·• •••••· · · •· ••• · ·· · · · · • · ·· • · · · • · · · • ~
Established Church .. ••·······•·······•···•····
··· ··············
10
~~~ti!~rict'.:::.:::::::::::::::

'.:::::::::::::::

'.:::: '.::: '.:::::::

_:_

Total. ....•...•......••.
· .• ···•·····················•·····
30
Excludeu 1, death 1, removed 1. ..••• • • •. · · · · · · · · • · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · 3
Nett increase ...•....••..••.

.• ••. • , · · • • · · · · , • · • • • • · · • · • • • · · · • · · 27

A new church has been organized at Dallas Castle, Port Royal
Mountains, 12 mile; from Kingston. Twenty-three have since been
added and two excluded, making the present number 37. Two have
been baptized at Mocha at another point in the Port Royal Mountains,

By invitation of some months' standing from a Baptist brother, I
made a tour into the parish of Vere, 40 miles from Kingston, to assist
at his missionary meetings. I made my arrangements to be absent
o,er one Lord's day, that I might improve any opening that should
offer, to proclaim the ancient gospel. Of this the brother who im-ited
me seemed very glad and gave me the largest of four congregations
under his supen·ision to speak to. In the morning I gaye the scrip tural answer to the inquiry, "What must I do to be saved?"' A deep
interest was manifested, and I told the congregation that, by their minister's leave, I would, in the evening, giye them an opportunity to manifest their desire for salyation, and to comply with tbe terms proposed,
and wished them to consider the matter. In the ernning I preached on
the "new name," when the minister was present. He had pre,·iously
expressed, in p1frate conversation, his entire satisfaction with the views
I had presented, and though he said it had never struck him before
that the term "Baptist" was unscriptural, as applied Loa church, he
now saw it clearly and was resoh·ed to :put it aside. When the discourse was concluded, I asked him to express his sentiments to the
congregation. He arose and publicly declared his full comiction of
the truth of what he had heard-renounced the name Baptist for that
of Christian, and said that henceforth it was his determination to be
guided by the Bible alone in all his teaching and practice. I then spoke
to the congregation, and when asked if willing to adopt the sentiments
they had heard to manifest it by rising, not one remained sitting. This
was followed by another invitation to such as were ready now "to put
on Christ," when five came forward and made the good confession. A
sixth followed us to the house and hegged the prfrilege of going with
the rest. The brother having expressed his willing ness to adopt the
primitive practice, said he would baptize the candidates the following
morning. The six were accordingly baptized on Monday morning in
the presence of a large crowd. It was an intensely interesting occasion-a glorious triumph of the cause of truth, being probably the first
b,:iptism without an "experience" in that quarter-perhaps
I may
safely say, in the Baptist ranks in this Island.
But this was not all. Two other Baptist ministers-one a native,
and the other an English missionary-who were present at the missionary meetings, had their heart'3 opened to receive the truth, and I be-
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lieve are quite prepared to take the Bible name and to adopt the apostolic plan of initiating souls into the kingdom of Christ.
The Baptist missionaries are not aided by the Missionary Board.
This has rendered it necessary for each minister to have the care of
several stations, in order to obtain a support. The brother who labors
in Vere, as already intimated, has four stations. No two of them are
less than six or eight miles apart. One Lord's day to each, monthly,
is all the minister is able to supply. The total membership is about
300, who furnish but a scanty support for one man. At three of tho
stations, at least, a teacher is wanted. There is a dense population
around them, a wide field for missionary effort. For want of adequate
support for himself and to procure suitable persons as teachers and
helpers in the work, the brother has been seriously contemplating a ~
moval, having recei1ed an inYitation from another quarter where his
wants would be better supplied. From what I saw and heard of the
parish, I strongly urged the brother to remai1'.. ~ould he be.retained
there, I belieYeall the stations would soon fall 111 with the ancient gospel, and a great work would be thus accomplished.
I took pains to ascertain, as nearly as possible, what would be required for the successful working of the stations, and should say that
8300 per annum, added to what would be receiYed from the people,
the present minister, and three teachers, who would be assistant missionaries and helpers in the churches, could be sustained. I haYe on
a former occasion stated that circumstances like the present were likely
to occur, and proposed the query 1Yhetherany thing would be allowed
by the Board to aid the cause in this way. It appears to me that
money could not be more judiciously expended. Can the Board hold
out any encouragement in this direction ? This Island ought to be
evangelized-converted to the ancient gospel-in a few years, and
would require but a small outlay of money, comparatively, as I believe
the men can be found here to do the work, with two or three to lead
the way.
It may be interesting to you and the brotherhood to know a little of
Lhe history of Bro. Angus Duckett-the brother stationed in Vere. B.e
was brought up among the Baptists in this Island, being a native, and
at an early age became a teacher and assistant missionary. He was
sent out under the auspices of the Baptist Missionary Society, as a missionary to the west coast of Africa, where he remained between three
and four years, Lillhis health compelled him to return to Jamaica. He
then spent two years at the Baptist 'l'heological Institution in the Island,
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and with the entire confidence of his tutor and the Baptist brotherh ood,
was recommended to the churches. He bas thus far sustained himself
to the entire satisfaction of his brethren, and is respected by all parties.
He would be a valuable acquisition to the cause of primitive Christianity; and though I believe wherever he may go he will adhere to the
sentiments he ha~ avowed, his relative position, in his present locality,
could he be retamed there, woulcl be peculiarly faYOrableto his own .
advancement and to the interests of the cause. Next him is the brother
already named, the English missionary, who ministers to fae conoTegations. 'fhey would strengthen each other's hands, and would both
be glad of my services whenever I could render them.
I know other localities where, with but a small amount of labor, entire congregations could be won over to the truth, but I am kept from
visiting them, for want of means to furnish them with suitable teachers,
without which the gain of numbers would eventually prove a loss to
the cause.
.!s · this may be the last report that will reach you in time for the
October Convention, I have given the foregoing details for presentation
at that time, or, if published before, might prepare the brethren to act
in behalf of Jamaica. Judging from the results attendant upon the
;;mall amount of labor bestowed upon the evangelizing work, I am satisfied that if enabled to engage in it more largely, the cause would
spread with vastly greater rapidity, as every new point gained becomes
a radiating center for the region around.
'
I remain yours in the service of Christ,
J. 0. BEARDSLEE,
Kingston, Jamaica, W. I, .Aug. 15, 1860.
KrnosrON, JAMAICA, w. I., Sept. 7, 1860.
Dear Brallier-Though my last report embraced a large portion of
the month of August, I will, for regularity's sake, write again at the
usual time. I am happy to have, even for the two or three weeks that
have elapsed, something favorable to communicate. Since writing you,
I h,'tye made the proposed second visit to Mocha, where I spent the last
two Lord's days and the intervening week, that I might become better
ooquainted with the locality and its wants. On the morning of the
first Lord's day, as the fruit of my former visit, five were baptized.
The same day one united with us from the Baptists. On the second
Lord's day we had a Christian service at 11 A. M. and preaching at
4 P. :M:
. At the close of the eYening service two made the good confession, but their baptism is delayed, as the health of one of them, and
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other circumstances at the time, seemed to make it prudent to do so.
From what I saw and learnt of the locality, it seemed highly desirable
to establish regular sen-ices at Mocha, as we may reckon now eleven
members there, including our sister from Kingston, and others will
soon come in.
Bro. Crole reports one addition at Dallas Casile on the last Lord's
day.
Vve have also had one added in Kingston, which we may record as
a marked gospel triumph. A most excellent sister, who was baptized
in Hayti some years ago, and subsequently came to Jamaica, finding
ihe Baptists in a siate of confusion, united with ihe \Vesleyans. She
was soon made a leader ia ihat connection, and her husband a leider
and local preacher. Some years had elapsed, and all was going on· in
the usual course, till my return to the Island. As soon as this sister
learnt of our proceedings, her heart was drawn towards us, and before
she had opened her mind to us, she intimated to her class her wish to
JO!ll us.
'fhrough their importunity, and the appearance of a domestic
and ecclesiastical storm, she was induced to remain. Subsequently,
haYing attended our services a few times, she became thoroughly conYinced that it was her duty to come out on the Bible platform, and
made known her intention of doing so lo her husband and others. On
this the storm broke forth-husband,
fellow leaders, preachers, all set
upon her with mena~s, entreaties, etc., but on Lord's day two weeks
ago she came boldly forward, though her husband as she left her house
said to her, "This is the last day we spend together." She meekly
replied, "The will of the Lord be done," and nobly took up her cross.
Her husband treats her Yery coldly, but has not attempted to carry out
his threat. This will prove a hard blow upon the "Wesleyan branch."
I ha,·e just received a letter from Bro. Duckett in Vere. He writes,
"I am glad to tell you that the good work, which made its appearance
when you helped us here, continues to progress with increasing interest. We baptized nine last Sabbath (Lord's day), in the same stream
where we baptized the six when you were here. The company in attendance was larger than any since I haYe been baptizing in the parish.
VI'e spent a most solemn day after. The chapel was crowded. I hope
to baptize six more on the coming Lord's day at Water Lane (Enon),
and two on the following Lord's day at Elim. I would haYe been glad
had you been with us ; bui ihe Master helped us.
"I think, God helping me, ( should I remain here,) I shall hold my
missionary meetings at Hayes and Enon about the middle of December,
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&nd;hall b.e most happy w:ould you ~elp us then.. The people would
be gad of it. I can not give express10n to my feelin()'of thankfulness
~or your help. May the Lord spare you long and mak: you prosperous
m your good work."

I have given the above extract to show that my expectations from
·
that. quarter
are
.
. . beginn1'ng to b e rea1·1zed , an d t he importance
of my
be:ng m a position to. atLend to such calls. Over twenty souls have ere
t~1~,probably, bee~ mtroduced into the kingdom, who but f<'l'my late
V1s1tas au humble mstrument, might have lingered for months and
· 1gno·
Years, under the old
. , system. , an d some, perc h ance, passed away m
ranc~ of the ~av~or s reqmrements. It shows, too, that our brother is
entermg heartily mto the work, and redeeming the pledge he gave when
I was .there. I hope the Board will be able to comply with suggestions
made m my last letter, and thus secure Bro. D.'s services to t,he cause
in that quarter.
Bro. Crole will need $ioo for the coming year, in addition to the
amount ihat will be obtained from the people, which will be but small.
He ought to remain among the people, and if suitably sustained miaht
di;ide his time between Dallas Castle and Mocha, and would ~oon: I
thmk, get up another station in that Parish.
There are two married men (natives) now in the employ of the Est.ablished Church, who have spoken to me about baptism, and will, I
think, s?on be ~a~tized.' They would both be very useful as teachers
and assistant m1Ss10nar1es. In view of the prospect before us, and the
la.borers at command, I can not ask for less than $2,000 for Jamaica
for the coming year. Will dear brethren whom God has blessed with
means, help to reap the golden harvest?
Praying that the blessing of the God of missions may rest on the
forthcoming convention, and on all who are laboring for the universal
spread of the Redeemer's kingdom, I remain yours in the service of
Christ,
J. 0. BEARDSLEE.
KrNGsroN,JAMAICA,
W. I., Oct. 1, 1860.
Dear Brotlier-Once more I sit down to record the tokens of our
Father's love and favor, which he has been pleased to bestow upon us
during the past mont,h. Of health, I and mine have enjoyed a comfortable measure, in the midst of much prevailing sickness. We have
also had a degree of success in our labors that has caused our hearts
to rejoice, in the midst of what others call "great spiritual dearth."
I mentioned in my last having taken the confession of two persons
4
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at Mocha, whose baptism was put off. Two weeks after I returned
and spent another Lord's day, when two more, the wife and sister of
one of the former candidates, came forward, and the four were baptized together. I have baptized eight in Kingston during the last two
weeks, and two have united from the Baptists. This makes 14 additions during the month, not including Dallas Castle, from which I have
not had a definite report, though I have heard of some additions there.
Bro. Duckett from Vere sends me word of continued prosperity in that
quarter, and it is arranged that I make them another visit at the end of
the year, all being well.
Our sister :r'Iaig is suffering much persecution still from her husband. He has latterly detained her from coming to our meetings and
declares that if she persists in remaining in connection with us he will
go to Hayti and leave her to take care of herself. She is quite firm
and strong in the belief that he will soon see things differently. !he
whole Methodist fraternity are astir. One of those recently received
has been a prominent leader among them for the last seven ye~rs.
They have been trying hard to devise some " method" of ~reventmg
the people from coming to us, but with poor success. It 1s a great
annoyance to have a class broken up every few weeks, and to look after
new leaders. ' The Lord being our helper, they shall have enough more
of that sort to do.
Wouldn't some good brother, or congregation, like to send me $50
for the purchase of a missionary horse ? It is highly important to
have one now to enable us to supply our mountain stations regularly,
and that I may attend to other calls with a view to enlarging our sphere
of operations. There are brethren here able and willing to do g~od service in proclaiming the gospel, but <:an~ot k~ep horses of thell' ow_n,
They would assist in the expense of keepmg, if we had one at our disposal.
I remain yours in the service of Christ,

J. 0.

BEARDSLEE.

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
"He tha.t winneth souls is wiae"-Paov.

x1. 30.

The Missio~ary cause, in its conception and inception, is a rudiniental and orgamc element of the constitution of the universe. It is older
than the material _universe. It is celebrated by Job-the oldest poet
on ih~ pages of ~1m~. !ehovah challenges Job to answer him a few
questions on the mst1tut1onsof the universe. "Gird up now thy loins,''
said he, "~nd I will de~and of thee a few responses. Where wast thou
whon I laid the foundat10nsof the earth? Declare, if thou hast understanding. Who has fixed the measures thereof? if thou knowest. Or
who has str~tched the line upon it? What are the foundations thereof?
Who has laid the corner-stone thereof? When the morning stars sang
toget~er and all the sons of God shouted for joy. Who shut up tho
sea with doors when it burst forth issuing from the womb of eternity?
When I made a cloud its garment and thick darkness its swaddlin"'
band, I appointed its limits, saying, Thus far shalt thou come, but n~
farther; and here shall the pride of thy waves be stayed.
"Has the rain a father ? Who has begotten the drops of the dew ?
Who was the mother of the ice? And the hoar frost of heaven, who
has begotten it ? Can mortal man bind the bands of the Seven Star,,
or loose the chords of Orion ? Can he bring forth and commission
the twelve signs of the Zodiac, or bind Arcturus the bear with his seven
sons?
"Knowest thou, 0 man, the missionaries of the starry heavens ?
Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds that abundance of waters
may cover thee ? Canst thou command the lightnings so that they
may say to thee, Here we are ? "\Vho can number the clouds in wisdom? Or who can pour out i,he bottles of heaven upon the thir::;ty
fields?"
If such be a single page in the volume of God's physical missionaries, what must be its contents could we, by Lhe telescope of an angel,
survey one single prc,vince of the universe of universes which occupy
topless, bottomless, boundless space ! !
We have so much data in biblical statements and in the phenomena
of the material universe, as to authorize the assumption that tlie missionary idea, in perfect and complete conception, circumscribes and p ermeates tlie entire area of all creation.
Need we inquire into the meaning of a celestial title gi,en to the ten•
antries of the heaven of heavens? But you all, my Christian brethren,
know it. You anticipate men. The sweet poet of Israel told you long
since, in his sixty-eighth ode, that the chariots of God are twenty thousand thousands of angels.*
• This is a.n exact literal version of Rebotayim alph ey shenan. The Ta.rgum
says: The chariots of God are two myriads-and two thousand angels draw them.
A myriad is 10,000-two myriads, 20,000. "To know this," Adam Clarke say!!•
" we must die.''
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And what is an angel but a mes~enger.-a missionary ;2 • Hen_cethe
seven anD"elsof the seven churches m Asia were seven m1Ss1onanes,ormesseng;rs, sent to John in his exile : and by these John wrote letters to
the seven congregations in Asia.
.
.
.
.
Figuratively, God makes the winds and hghtmngs his angels, his
messengers of wrath or of mercy, as the case 1:1aybe.
But we are a missionary society. A soCiety as~embled fro.m all
points of the compass-assembl~d,. t~o, :we. hop~, m ~he m1ss10n.ary
spirit, which is the spirit of Chnstiamty m its p_n~ord1al conception.
God himself instituted it. Moses is the oldest m1ss1onary whose name
is inscribed on the rolls of time. He was born in Egypt, three thousand four hundred and ninety-five years. ago. His name is monume~tal. He was in perfect infancy lodged m a cradle of bulrushes. His
sister, under God, was his guardian angel. .Pharao.h's da~1ghter heard
his wailings as she enjoyed her sunny bath !n the nver Nile. .He w~s
then three months old. By a special providence he was nourished m
his own mother's bosom, in the very palace of his intended destro:yer" instructed, too, in all the wisdom of the Egyptians," as the heir apparent of the royalty of Egypt.
When forty years old, moved by a divine ~ntim~tion, he undert~ok
the emancipation of his own people. He marr1e~ Z1pporah, the_d~ug~ter of Jethro, or Ruel, a prince and a priest of M1dia~ ; then r~s1dmg 1?
Arabia Petrea. He became a shepherd and kept his flocks m the. v1:
cinity of Mt. Horeb, or Sinai, .for another forty years. On Mt. Smai
the Lord was pleased to make him the redeemer of Israel from the yoke
of Pharaoh. He retained his mental vigor for another forty years, and
died, the most memorable, the most honorable, and the most famo~s
man in the world, at tho age of one hundred and twenty years. His
name and character will continue as long as the suu, as the purest of
men and the greatest of lawgivers aud princes whose name and fame
are inscribed on the rolls of time.
He was the first divine missionary; aud if we except John the B~ptist, he was the second in rank and character to the Lord Messrah
himself.
Angels and missionaries are rudimentally but two names for tbe
same officers. Indeed, God is said to make "the winds his angels"aud a flame of fire "his minister of wrath." But of the Incarnate
Word-his only begotten Son-he ~ay~, "T~ou art my .Son, the beloved, in whom I delight." And m 1mmed_iateconnectio!1 he com~
mands the world of humanity to hearken to him. ~e wa~, mdeed, ~uperlatively God's own special Ambassador extraordmary, mv:ested w1!~
all power in heaven and on ~arth:-a true, a r.eal, an everlastmg Plempotentiary, having vested m him all the nghts of God and all tho
riD'hts of man. And were not all the angels of heaven placed under
h~ as his missionaries, sent forth to minister to him and to his
Apostles?
His commission, given to. the twelve. ~postles, is a splendi~ and, to
us a most beatific and glonous comm1ss1on. Its preamble 1s wholly
unprecedented-" All aittlwrity in heaven and on earth is girnn to me."
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In pursuance thereof, he gave commission to his Apostles, saying:
" Go, convert all the nalions, immersing them into the name of the Father, ~nd of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit ; teaching them to ?b ser,e
all thmgs whatsoever I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you
~lways-even to the _endof the world." Angels, apostles and evangelJSts were placed at his command, and by him commissioned as his ambassadors to the world.
The missionary institution, we repeat, is older than Adam, older
than the creation of our earth. It is coeval with the origin of angels.
Their name itself is an official name.
Satan had been expelfed from hea,en before Adam was created.
His assault upon our mother Eve, by an incarnation in the most subtilo
animal in the area of Paradise, is positive proof of the intensity of his
malignity to God and to man. He, too, has his missionaries, in the
whole area of humanity. Michael and his angels or missionaries are,
and long have been, in conflict against the Devil and his missionaries.
The battle, in this our planet, is yet in progress, and, therefore, missionaries are in perpetual demand. Michael and his angels are still in
conflict with the Devil and his angels. Hence the necessity incumbent
on us to carry on this warfare as loyal subjects of the Hero of our redemption.
The Christian armory is well supplied with all the weapons essential
to the conflict. We need them 1111."We wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world, against wicked spirits in the regions of the
air." Hence the need of having our "loins girded with the truth;"
havino· on the breastplate of righte :msness, our feet shod with the preparatio; to publish the gospel of peace ; taking the shield of faith, the
helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit-the word of God-always praying and making supplication for our fellow missionaries.
The missionary fields are numerous and various. They are specifically domestic and foreign. 'fhe harrnst is great in both. The laborers are still few, comparatively very few, in either of them. Bethany
College and church are annually sending out a few. But the supply is
not a tithe of the demand. The Macedonian cry-" Come over and
help us"-'' send us an evangelist'.'-" send. us missionaries"-:-".the
fields are large, the people are desirous, anxious to hear the ongmal
gospel"-" what can you do for us?"
Nothing!
Nothing!!
My
biethren, ought this so to be?
·
Schools for the prophets are wanting. But there is a too general
apathy or indifference on the subject. Wepray to the Lor,l of the harvest to send out reapers to gather it into his garner. But what do we,
besides praying for it? Do we work for it? Suppose a farmer should
pray to the Lord for an abundant harvest next year, and should never,
in seed time, turn over one furrow, nor scatter one handful of seed,
what would we think of him? Would not his neighbors regard him
as a monomaniac or a simpleton ? And wherein does he excel such a
one in wisdom or in prudence, who prays to the Lord to send out reapers, missionaries or evangelists to gather a harvest of souls, when he
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himself never gives a dollar to a missionary, or the value of it, to ena·
ble him to go into the field ? Can such a person be in earnest, or have
one sincere desire in his heart to effect such an object or purpose? We
must confess that we could have no faith either in his head or in his
heart. \Ve much regret to entertain the opinion and still more to express it, that we can not regard him in any other light than as a sim·
pleton or an hypocrite. Should a farmer in the spring never break up
one furrow nor cast out one handful of seed, fall upon his knees and
pray the Lord to send him a fruitful harrnst in due season, what would
we think or say of him ? Could we regard him as compos rnentis? Of
self-disposing mind and memory?
The heavenly missionaries require neither gold nor silver-neither
food nor raiment. No so the earthly missionaries. They have themselves always, and sometimes their wives and children, demanding food
and clothing, to say nothing of house and furniture. 'fbeir present
home is not
"The gorgeous city, garnished like a. bride,
Where Christ for spouse expected is to pas,,
With walls of jasper compass'd on each side,
And streets all paT'd with gold, more bright than glass."

If such were the missionary's home on earth, he might indeed labor
gratuitously all the days of his life. But sometimes yonder in an humble cottage, rather in an unsightly cabin, we sometimes see the wife of
his youth, in as quite unsightly garments as those of her undecorated
children, impatiently "waiting their sire's return, to climb his knees the
envied kiss to share." But when the supper table was spread, what a
beggarly account of almost empty plates and dishes ! Whose soul
would not sicken at such a sight? I have twice, if not thrice, in days
long gone by, when traveling on one or two of my early missionary
tours over not the poorest lands nor the poorest settlements either, witnessed some such cases, and heard of more. I was then my own missionary, w:iLhthe consent, ho'wever, of one church. I desired to mingle with all classes of religious society, that I might personally and
truthfully know, not the theories, but the facts and the actualities of the
Christian ministry, and the so-called Christian public. I spent a considerable portion of my time during the years 1812, 13, 14, 15, 16,
traveling throughout Western Virginia, Pennsylvania and Ohio. I then
spent seven years in reviewing my past studies, and in actual teaching
languages and sciences. After which I extended my evangelical labors
into other States and communities, that I might still more satisfactorily
apprehend and appreciate the status or the actual condition of the nominally and professed religious or Christian world.
Having shortly after my baptism connected myself with the Baptist
people, and attending their associations as often as I could, I became
more and more penetrated with the conviction that theory had usurped
the place of faith, and that consequently human inslilutions had been
more or less substituted for the apostolic and the divine.
During this period of investigaLion,I had the pleasure of forming an
intimate acquaintance with sundry Baptist ministers, East and West,
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11.Swell as with the ministry of other denominations. Flatterin~ prospects o~ us~fulness o.n all sides then, indeed, began to expand bef~re ma
an~ to mspire me. with the hope of achieving a long-cherished. obJectdom15SOJ?egood m the advoc~cy of the primitive and apostolic gospe~.
~av'.ng,. m ~he year 1820, a discussion on the subject of the first positive mstit'llctionenacte~ by the Lord Messiah, and again, in 1823, another 01: the same ~U?Ject. ';l'he former more especially on the subject
and action of Chnstian baptism ; the latter more emphatically on the
design of that institution, though includinO' the former two.
These discussions, more or less, embr~ced the rudimental elements
of the "'.hole C~ristian institution, ~nd ga~~ to the public in general a
bold relief oullme of the whole gemus, spmt, letter and doctrine of the
gosp.el. .Its D;iss.ionary~pirit, tho_ugh 1:ot formally pro~unded, was
yet impliedly mdicated, m these discussions ; because this institution
was the terminus of the missionary work. It was a component element
of the gospel, as clearly indicated in the commission of the enthroned
Messiah. Its preamble is the superlative fact of the whole Bible. We
regret, indeed, much regret, that this most sublime and ostensible pre·
amble has been so much lost sight of even by tho present living generation. If we ask the pulpits when the church of Jesus Christ began,
or when the reign of the heavens commenced, the ornnvhelming multitude of their incumbents, in what is usually called Christendom, will
make it either contemporaneous with the ministry of John the Harbinger, or with the birth of the Lord Jesus Christ.
By the great mass of Christendom, the inquisitive will find one of
these two opinions almost universally entertained. The Baptists are
generally much attached to John the Baptist. The Pedobaptists to the
commencement of Christ's public ministry. John the Baptist was the
first Christian missionary with a very considerable class of living Bap·
tists. 'fhe birth of Christ is the most popular and orthodox theory, at
the respective meridians of Lutheranism, Calvinism and Arminianism.
But by the intelligent and most perspicuous, the Resurrection, or the
ascension of the Lord Jesus Christ, is more generally regarded as the
definite commencement of the Christian age or institution. Give us
Paul's or Peter's testimony against all theologians, liYing or dead. Let
us look at the facts. Did not the Savior teach his personal fupils, or
disciples, to pray, "Tliy kingdom [ more truthfully thy REIGN come?"
Does any king's reign or kingdom commence with his birth? Still
less with his death ! Did not our Savior himself, in person, decline
the honors of a worldly or temporal prince? Did he not declare t~at
his kingdom "is not of this world ?" Did he not say he was gorng
hence, or leaving this world, to receive or to obtain a kingdom.? And
were not tlie keys of the kingdom first giYen to Peter to open it, to announce it? And did he not, first of all men-when in Jerusalem, on
the first Pentecost after the ascension of the Lord Jes us-make a public proclamation, saying, "Let all the house of I_sracl.know assuredly,
that God himself has made [or constituted] the identical Jesus of Naz'areth, the son of Mary, both the Lord and the Christ, or the Lord
.Anointed ?"
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Do kings reign before they are crowned, before they are anointed or
christed ? There was not a Christian on earth, or any man called a
Christian, until after the consecration and coronation of Jesus of N azareth, as the Christ of God.
The era of a son's birth was never, since the world be<ran, the er&
of his reign, or of the commencement of it. It is a strange fact-to me
a won~erful fact, and, considering the age in which we lirn, an overwhelmmg fact-that we, as a community, are the only people on the
chequered map of all Christendom-Greek,
Roman, Ano·lican, or
Am~rican-that
preach and teach that the commonly called Christian
era 1s not the era or commencement of the Christian church or kingdom of the Lord Jesus, tlte Clirist.
The kingdom of the Christ could not antedate his coronation. Hence
Peter, in announcing his coronation, after his ascension, proclaimed,
saying, "Let all the house of Israel know assuredly, that God has mad6
[touton ton Ieesoun] the same [the identical] Jesus whom you have
crucified, both Lord and Christ;" or, in other words, has crowned
him the legitimate Lord of all. Then, indeed, his reign began. Then
was verified the oracle uttered by the sweet and royal bard of Israel :
"Jehovah said to my Jehovah"--or, "the Lord said to my Lord"" Sit thou on my right hand till I make thy foes thy footstool." Hence
he could say, and did say, to his Apostles, "All authority in the heavens and on the earth is given to me." In pursuance thereof, "Go you
into all the world, proclaim the gospel to the whole creation, assuring
them that every one who believes this proclamation and is immersed
into the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit,
shall be sa,·ed."
Here, then, the missionary field is declared to be
the whole world-the broad earth. 'l'hey were, as we are afterwarcJ
informed, to begin at the first capital in the land of Judea; then to proceed to Samaria, the capital of the ten tribes, and thence to the last dom·
icil of man on earth.
There was, and there is still, in all this arrangement, a gracious and
a. glorious propriety. The Jews had murdered the Messiah, under the
false charge of an impostor. Was it not, then, divinely grand and supremely glorious to make this awfully blood-stained capital the beginning-the splendid theater, the fountain of the gospel age and mission !
Hence it was decreed ihat all the earth should be the parish, and all the
nations and languages of earth the objects, and millions of them the
subjects, of the redeeming grace and tender mercies of our Savior and
our God.
What rm extended and still extending area is the missionary field !
There are the four mighty realms of Pagandom, of Papaldorn, of Mahornetandom, and of ecclesiastic Sectariandom. These are, one and all,
essentially and constitutionally more or less not of the apostolic Christiandom.
Its divinely inspired constitution contains only seven articles. These
are the seven hills-not of Rome, but of the true Zion of Israel's God.
Paul's summary of them is found in the following words : " One body,
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one Spirit, one hope, one Lord, onefaith, one baptism, and one God and
Father of all."
The clear perception, the grateful reception, the cordial entertain~e~t, and t?epubhc confession of these seven di,·inely constructe~ and
l1lst1tuled pillars, are the alone sufficient and all-sufficient foundationthe indestructible basis of Christ's kingdom on this earth; and of man's
spiritual and eternal salvation in the full enjoyment of himself, his Creator, his Redeemer, and the whole universe of spiritual inlelliO'ences
through all the circles and the cycles of au infinite, an everlasti~iD'fu.
0
ture of being and blessedness. May we not say"A hope so great and so divine,
May trials well endure,
And purify our souls from sense and sin,
As Christ himself is pure!"

The missionary spirit is, indeed, an emanation of the whole Godhead.
God the Father sent his Son, his only begotten Son, into our world.
'l'he Son sent the Holy Spirit to bear witness through his twelve missionaries-the consecrated and Heaven-inspired Apostles. They proclaimed the glad tidings of great joy to all people-to the Jews, to the
Samaritans, to the Gentiles, of all nations, kindreds and tongues. 'fhey
o·ave in solemn charD"eto others to sound out and to proclaim the glad
tidin<rs of o-reat joy to all people. And need we ask, is not the Christian ~hurch itself, in its own institution and constitution, virtually and
.essentially a missionary institution? Does not Paul formally state to
the Thessalonians in his first epistle, that from them sounded out the
word of the Lord not only in Macedonia and in Achaia, but in every
place?
.
. .
. .
No man can really or tmthfully enJOYthe spmtual, the soul-stJrl'l;1&'•
the heart-reviving, the spirit-aggrandizing blessings, honors .and _felicities of the Christian institution and kingdom, who does not rntelhgently, cordially and efficiently espouse the m~ssionary_cause. In other
words, he must feel, he must ha,·e compass10n/or his fellow man ;_and
still farther, he must practically sympathize with him in commumc~ting to his spiritual necessities, as well as to his physical wants an_dmfirrnities. 'fhe beau ideal of all perfection-our blessed and blissful
Redeemer-went about continually doing good, to both the souls and
the bodies of his fellow men; healing all that were, in body, soul, or
Satan-the ene;11yof God_a!id of m_an.
.
spirit, oppressed
Still, our beau ideal of an evangelical and spmtual ph1lan~l1rop1st
whfl)
goes about contin.ually doi~g good to the souls _of.men, 1s the grand
climax of humamty. It 1s not necessary to this idea. or end t~at he
should occupy the pulpit. 'l'here are, as · we conce1Ye, ;11ynads of
Christian men in the private walks of life, who never aspired to the
"sacred desk," that will far outshine, in eternal glory and blessedness,
hosts of the Reverends, the boasted and the boastful Right Reverend
occupants of the sacred desks of this (>Urday and generation.
But Solomon has furnished our motto-"He that winneth [ or taketh]
souls is wise;" Prov. xi. 30. Was he not the wisest of men, the most
potent, and the richest of kings that ever liYed? He had, therefore,

?Y
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all the means and facilities of acquiring what we call knowledge-the
knowledge of men and things-and consequently the value of men and
things was legitimately within the area of his understandin"' ; or, in
this case, we might prefer to say, with all propriety, within the area of
his comprehension.
Need I say that comprehension incomparably trandscends apprehension? . Simpletons may apprehend, but only wise men can comprehend
ai:iy thmg. Sol.omon's rare gift was, that both his apprehension and
his c~mp~·ehens10ntranscended tho~e.of all oLher men, and gave him a
perspwac1ty and promptitude of dec1s10nnever before or since possessed
by any man. His oracles, indeed, were the oracles of God. But God
espec~ally gave to him a power and opportunity of making one grand
e~penment and development for the benefit of bis living contemporar10s, and of all posterity, to whom God presents bis bioO'raphy, his
0
Proverbs, and his Ecclesiastes.
"The winning of souls" is, therefore, the richest and best business,
trade, or calling, according to Solomon, ever undertaken 01· prosecuted
by mortal man. Paul was fully aware of this, and therefore had always in his eye a "triple crown"-" a crown of righteousness," a
"crown of life," a "crown of glory." And even in this life he had
"a crown of rejoicing," in prospect of an exceedinO'and eternal weight
of glory, imperishable in the hearnns. May it not gn such premises be
well ~nd truthfully said, " Godliness is profitable in all respects, having
promise of the life that now is, and also of that which is to come?"
There ~s, too, a present reward, a present pleasure, a present joy and
peace which the wisdom, and the riches, and the dignity, and the glory, and the honors of this world never did, never can, and consequently never will confer, on its most devoted and perseveri1w votaries.
There is, indeed, a lawful and an honorable covetous~ess which any
and every Christian man and woman may cultivate and cherish. Dr.
Young had a very just conception of it. He said :
" Thou shalt not covet, is a wise command,
But bounded by the wealth the sun surveys;
Look farther, that command stands quite reversed,
And avarice i~ a virtue most divine."

Paul himself justifies the poetic license, when he says, "Covet earnestly the best gifts." The best gifts in his horizon, however, were
those which, when duly cultivated and employed, confer the greatest
amount of profit and felicity upon others. ·we should, indeed, desire,
even covet, the means and the opportunities of beatifying and 1wgrandizing one another with the true riches, the honors, and the dig1~'itiesthat
appertain to the spiritual, the heavenly, and the eternal inheritance.
~ut we need- not propound to your c~nsiderati?n or inquiry the
claims-the paramount, the transcendent claims-whwh our enjoyment
?f the gospel and its soul-cheering, soul-ani~ating, soul-enrapturing
mfluences present to us as arguments and motives to extend and to animate its proclamation by every instrumentality and means which we
can legitimately employ, to present it in all its attractions and claims
upon the understanding, the conscience, and the affections of our con-
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temrorarie s, in our.own country and in all others; as far as our most
gramous and bountiful Benefactor affords the means and the opportunities of co-operating with him, in the rescue and recovery of our fel•
low men ; who, without such means and efforts, must for ernr perish,
as aliens and enemies, in heart and in life, to God and to his divinely
commissioned ambassador-the glorious Messiah.*
Brethren, we have, moreover, another argument for you of great
moral and evangelical power. It is, indeed, rather invidious in the es· ·
teem of many of our contemporaries. It is, wiLh some of them at least,
a species of anogance on our part to assert it; and still more to urge
it on their attention. But, nevertheless, it is upon us a pnramount duty.
We plead for the original, apostolic gospel and its positive institutions,
however invidious it may seem in some eyes. If the great ApostlesPeter and Paul-the former to the Jews, and the latter to the Gentiles,
announced the true gospel of the grace of God, shall we hesitate a mo·
ment on the propriety and the neceasity, divinely imposed upon us, of
preaching the same gospel which they preached, and in advocating the
same institutions which they established, under the plenary inspiration
and direction of the Holy Spfrit? Can we improve upon their institu·
tions and enactments? What means that singular imperatfre precept,
enunciated by the evangelical prophet Isaiah, chapter 8th, "Bind up
the testimony, seal the law among my disciples?" What were its ante·
cedents? Hearken ! The Prophet had just foretold. Ile, the subject
of this oracle, viz : "TIIE DESIRE OF ALL NATIONS," was coming to be a
sanctuary ; but not a sanctuary alone ; but for a stone of stumbling and
a rock of offense ( as at this ctay) to both the houses of Israel ; for a
gin, and for a snare to the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
He add,;, "And many among them shall stumble and fall, and be
broken, and be snared and be taken." And then immedialely adds:
" Bind up the testimony and seal the law among my disciples ;" and
still farther, to commend the testimony and to guard it, he adds, "If
they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in
them."
It is the glory, the honor, and the felicity of the Christian church to
be the light of tbe world, the salt of the earth, and the life e,·erlasting
to multitudes, "dead in trespasses and in sins." 'l'he church is the
bride, her Savior is the bridegroom, and therefore their offspring is of
God.
'l'he church, therefore, of right is, and ought to be, a great missionary
society. Her parish is the whole earth-from sea to sea, and from the
Euphrates to the last domicil of man.
But the crowninO' and consummating argument of the missionary
cause has not yet b;en fully presenLed. It, indeed, antedates time and
permeates not merely the present, but an indefinite, an infinite, an everlasting future. There is but one word, in the languages of earth, that
•We may with all truthfulness affirm, that the conservative element3 or prin·
ciples of the material, the moral, and the spiritual universe are embodied and se•
cured in the institutions which God has ordained.
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fully indicates it. And that word indicates neither less nor more than
what is repr~sented-literally, exactly, perspicuously represented by
~e word philantliropy. But this being a Greek word, needs, perhaps.
m some cases, an exact definition. And to make it memorable we will
preface it with the statement of the fact that this word is found but
~!:'icein the Greek original New Testam~nt, Acts xxviii. 2, and Titus
m. 4. In the former, common Yersion translated "kindness ·'' and
in the se_con_d, "love toward man." Literally and exactly, the'love of
man, obJeCtJYely; but more fully expressed, the love of one to another.
The love ef.God to man is one form of philanthropy ; tlw love of an9els to man 1s.another form. of philanthropy; and the love of man t-0
man, as such, 1s the true philanthropy of the law. It is not the love of
one man to another man, because of favors received from him· this is
only gratitude. It is not the loYe of one man to another man, because
of a common country-this is mere patriotism. It is not the love of
man ~o man, be~a~se of a common ancestry-this
is a mere natural
affection. But 1t 1s the love of man to man, merely because he is
a man.. . Thi~ is true _philanthropy. Such was the love of God to man
as exhibited m the gift of bis dearly beloved Son as a sin-offering for
him. '.l'hi~is the name which the inspired writer; of the New Test.ament gwe it. So Paul uses it, Titus iii. and iv. It should have been
~ranslated, " After that the kindness and philanthropy of God our Savwi· appeared.'.' Again, Acts xxviii. 2, "'l'he barbarous people of the
Lsland of Mehta s_howedus no little philanthropy."*
"They kindled
a fi,refor us on.then· Island, because of the impending rain and the cold."
There are, mdeed, many forms and demonstrations of philanthropy.
Fo~ one good ma~ another go~d man might presume to die. But the
phila1;1thropyof God to man mcomparably transcends all other forms
of phil~nthropy known on earth or reported from heaven.
While we were sinners, in positive and actual rebellion against our
Father and our Go_d,h~ f~·eelygave up his only begotten and dearly
b~loved Son, as ~ srn-oflermg for u~; and laid upon him or placed to
his accou~t the sm, the aggregate sm, of the world. He became in the
h~nd of his Fa~her and our Father a sin-offering for us. He took upon
himself, ai~d his.Father "laid upon him, the iniquity of us all." Was
eYer love hke this ! ! Angels of all ranks, spirits of all capacities still
contemplate it with increasing wonder and delio·ht.
'
This, the gospel message, is commanded to0 be announced to all the
worl~, to men of e:ery nation ~nder heaven. And this, too, with the
promise of the forgiveness of sms and of a life ernrlastino- in the heavens, t? e_ve1:ron~ who will cordially accept and obey it. 0
This 1s, m bnef, the gospel message. The mission and commission
of the Lord _Jes.us Christ gave birth and being to all evangelical miss10nary Inst1tuti?ns. Not based on this: they are wholly worthless.
But based on this, they are under the shield and auspices of the Lord
God Almighty.
In this age of denominationalisms, we have denominational theories,
• So we have always translated this term, in this passage.

feelings, sympathies, operations and co-operations. All these are, more
or less, refined forms of selfishness. And pray, what is selfishness?
The insulation or the isolation of our views, feelin(J's,motives, interests,
actions ; havi,~g,.as the chief end and object of lif~, our own individual
ease, ~onor, d1g;111ty,
gl~ry, happiness. 'fhis is a highly civilized, aggrandized, glonfied selfishness. But there is in it not one element of
magnanimity,_ nobility or philanthropy. In the sight of God it is sheer
selfishness, without the semblance of either piety or humanity, in their
legitimate currency and import.
We have much shallow thinking and reasonin(J' upon this subject,
popularized, too, in our would-be thought most philosophic and refined
circle s. The truth is, if love blinds the eyes of its subject, self-love,
more than any other passion, effectually blinds the mere worldling.
He never sees himself at the true and proper an()'leof vision. Without
piety and humanity, there is, in fact, no true, r~al, appreciable magnanimity. The gospel, and the gospel alone, can make the true gentleman. I do not say the genteelman. 'l'he gentleman, properly understood, must always be a Christian. The genteelman may be any thing
-a Turk, a Jew, an infidel, a libertine. But the philanthropist, the
true philanthropist, must be a Oliristian in all respects, not merely a
gentleman or a genteelman, but a Christian, such as those who at An·
tioch first received the name.
We are met here, not as the Episcopal, the Presbyterian, the Congregational, the Methodist, or the Baptist Missionary Society, but the
O!iristian Missionary Society. The Lord's prime missionaries were
properly called Apostles. They were educated, trained, and commissioned by himself in person. 'l'hey had seven points peculiarly differential from all other functionaries. 'l'hese were1. They should have seen and heard and known the Lord Jesus
Christ himself in person.
2. They should have been immediately called and chosen to that
office by himself.
3. Infallible inspiration was an essential requisite to the exercise of
that office.
4. The power of working miracles was an indispensable qualification
to the full discharge of the duties of that office.
5. To them was specially given the power of imparting spiritual gifts
tmd miraculous powers to others.
6. 'l'heir mission was universal-the whole world was the field of
their operations.
7. 'l'hey exercised, while they lived, a superintendence over all the
churches planted by their instrumentality ; and their authority was
paramount to all other functionaries.
They were, to speak in modern style, ambassadors of the Lord Jesas
Christ; and received their commission from himself in person.
They could not, therefore, themselves, by any possibility, impart or
transfer their office to others.
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We have now, therefore, but three official personages in the Christian church. These are evangelists, pastors or bishops, and deacons.
But the crowning argument of the missionary cause has not yet been
formally presented. Indeed, it antedates time. Angels, one and all,
as already indicated, are celestial missionaries, sent forth, on great
emergencies, to minister to the royal and divine family-the heirs of
salvation.
On laying the foundations of the material universe, they were in attendance. They were spectators of the whole scene. They were, too,
so exhilarated with its awful and glorious grandeur, that they burst
forth in ecstacies. Indeed, "the morning stars sang together, and all
the sons of God shouted for joy."
In our fallen and alienated world, their visits, indeed, are "few and
far between." But that they have been, and are still, employed in
multitudes of occasions, the volumes of revelation most satisfactorily
indicate. "Are they not, indeed," says the Holy Spirit, "all ministering spirits, sent abroad" to attend, or wait upon, the heirs of salvation ? There are, according to our computation, in actual service, at
all times, more than twelve legions of angels, amounting at least to
seventy-two thousand. This doubtless is but a medium computation.
Yet any one of these could, in a moment of time, visit every family in
Egypt, and without an error or a mistake, slay the first born male
child ; and not only these, but the first born of every species of animal
on hand, without making a single mistake. May we not join the
chorus, and exclaim, " Praise him, you angels that excel in strength !"
Compared with all other missionaries, they are transcendently superlative.
· Daniel's visions more than realize all our conceptions of the innumerable hosts of heaven. In one of them he saw "a fiery stream issuing before the Ancient of days, and thousand thousands ministering to
him, and ten thousand times ten thousand standing before him,'' and
all this in a single crisis, on a single occasion, and that not the final
judgment.
'l'he missions of this universe incomparably transcend all human
conception ; and still more incomprehensible and inappreciable are the
missionaries requisite to the completion and perfection of these missions.
A Christian community without missions and missionaries would,
i,ndeed, be a soleeism in creation, and a gross deviation from the order,
the economy, and the government of the universe.
And when we gravely ponder upon the magnificence of the empire
of the Author and Founder of the Christian kingdom, and its august
Sovereign, too, the Lord our King, and his resources as Monarch of
all creation-Lord of all instrumentalities, possessing all authority in
the heavens above us, under us, and around us ; and in the still small
voice of his claims asking our aid and co-operation with him, honoring
us with a compartnery with himself in the riches and the glories and
the honors of his august position, and his boundless empire of true
riches, true honors, true dignities, true grandeur and magnificence of
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glory-in sittincr down wi.th him ou his throne and participating with
him in the glory, the honor, and the immortality of his everlasti~g e~pire-I ask, shall we, will we, dare we, withhold from him our cordial ~id,
our liberal contributions, out of the abundance of all good things which
he has, in his magnificent liberality, conferred upon us ? Let your
response, my belornd brethren, be to Him, and not to me, your hum•
ble brother.
A. C.

CIRCULAR~
MISSIONARY
ROOMS OF A. C. M. SOCIETY,
Northwest
corner Eighth & Walnut sts.

All communications or remittances of money intended for the Missionary Board, should be addressed to D. S. BuRNET,Cincinnati, Ohio.
Correspondents should be particular to write very legibly their names,
postoffice address, county, and State.
If an error should be discovered in accounts, please report it.
Periodicals, minutes of State conventions, or other records of public,
religious and benevolent institutions, in all parts of the world, are espe·
c:iallv de3ired.
Correspondents will please notice that all business letters will here·
after be bound up in volumes, for preserrntion ; therefore they should
be legible, containing clear statements and correct statistics, irrelevant
matter and rem'.trks of a confidential character being written on a sep·
arate piece of paper.
Rare books will be thankfully received, as the nucleus of a mission11ry
library.
Missionaries
and Agents are required to make monthly reports to the
Corresponding Secretary. All Agents and Missionaries appointed by
the Board will receive certificates of their appointment, signed by the
Corresponding Secretary.
Any annual member, or member for life, or life director, or contributor to our funds, who shall fail to receive the Annual Report by Jann·
11.ry1st of each year, will have it mailed to him upon application.
It is particularly desired that all monies due the Society be sent in
!IS soon as possible, as we could employ more than ten times our pres·
ent resources in the Home field alone.
U--lt is desirable that the Missionary Society have files of all our
periodicals. Will the several editors send each their several sheets to
D. S. BuRNETfor that purpose?
U-Will
all our periodicals please insert the above circular, and
subserve the interests of the cause thereby ?
Exti·acts
fro1n the Constitution,
ART. IL-The object of this Society shall be to disseminate the Go&pel in this and in other lands.
ART. UL-Every Christian church, and all associations of churches,
co-operating with this Society, by contribution to its funds, shall b9
entitled to representation equally at the annual meetings.
ART, IV.-Every
person, paying one dollar, shall be a member fur
one year; every person, paying. twenty-five dollars, shall be a memb~r
for life; and every person, paymg one hundred dollars, shall be a d1·
life.
rector
ART.for
IX.-All
contributions, given for any specified object, shall be
so appropriated, or returned to the donor or bis lawful agent.
ART. XL-All the officers, managers, missionaries or agents of the
Society shall be members in good standing in their respective churches.
ART. XIII.-The annual meeting shall he held in Cincinnati on the
Tuesday after the third Lord's day in October, or at such other time
as shall have been designated by a preYious annual meeting.
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ShoClp binding,
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ment upon the basis of Macknight, Doddridge, and
Campbell of Aberdeen ; with notes, prefaces, and
emend,,tions by A. Campbell. 'rhese prefaces are copious and are worth _more than the cost _ofthe whole
book. Price, cloth, ;iQ cents; morocco, gilt, 75 cents;
Turkey, $1.00.

The Commission given by Jesus Christ to his Apostles.

Illustrated by Archibald McLean, of Edinburgh, Scotland. So clear an exposition of Primitive Christianity
as to render its republication in this country of value.
Price 50 cents.

The True Method of Searching the Scripture~.
F::mning, of Franklin

College.

,Price
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35

SUNDAY

<o

Published on the 1st and 15th of each month. Terms: one copy, one
yoor, 35 cents; four copies to one add,·es&, Sl:00; twenty-fl.Te copies to o~e
address, $5.00. "·hen twenty-fl.ye or more copies are taken, the postage will
be prepaid.
It is designf'd that this juvenile pnper shall give interest to Sunday
Schools, and also supply useful and attractive reading for children and young
It will bo carefully edited, and illustrated with suitable embellish·
persons.
menta. Specimen copies iicnt to those \Tho desire. Address H. S. Bosworth,
Cincinnati, 0.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL HYMN BOOK.
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A choice collection of 174 songs and hymns adapted to Sunday Schools aucl
children.
Singl e copies, by mail, 15 cents; in pasteboard covers, 75 cents per
dozen, 94 cents by mail; cloth binding, $1.25 per dozen, $1.56 by mail.

CHRISTIAN SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARY
This valuable set of books has been written, edited, and published expressly
for Christian Sunday Schools and Christian Families.
Ehlers E. Goodwin,
Aylett Raines , Jaa.nc Errett, B. Franklin, Dr .• T. 1>.Barclay, and other popular
writ e rs, are authors of , •arious volumes of tho Library, and the ,vholc was
This is, consequently, l'JIE Cltri.slian Sunday
edited by };!der D. S. Burnet.
School Library, and will find a place in all our School, Church, nnd Cbrh3tiau
Family Libraries.
The books are neatly and substantially bound ia muslin in 50 vols., for
$8.00; by mail, post-paid, for $10,00, Also bound in 24 vols. for $6.00 · l>y
mail, $8.00,

The Life of Elder Thomas Campbell.

Written by his
son, Alexander Campbell.
In addition to being a
delightful biography, this volume will also be a substantial history of the early years of the cu:rent
Reformation.
It will be a beautiful volume, with a
fine steel portrait. Price $1.00.

Dictionary of the Bible, for general use in the study_ of
the Scriptures ; with colored maps, _numerous fine
illustrations, and tables. $1.25 by mail.

Malcom's Bible Dictionary.

By mail, 75 cents.

Cruden's Condensed Concordance. Cloth, by mail, $1.50.
The Bible : its Divine Origin and Inspiration deduced
from Internal EYidence and the 'l'estimonies of Nature,
History, and Science. By L. Gaussen, Professor of
Systematic Theology, at Geneva.
"The

ablest work on the inspiration

of the Bible."

Price $1.00; by mail, $1.20.

SCHOOLS.

SUNDAY SCHOOL JOURNAL.

Living Oracles. A revised translation of the N_ewTesta-

President
cents.

and State.

TITLES.
The True !\fe,thod of Searching tho
Scriptures.
Tho Israelite.
Mary and l'!lartha,
A Diulogne on our Duties.
'J'ho Air we breathe.
'I'ho Di\'ine Law of Beneficence.
The Goodnes.~ of God.
2 "rOls.
The Y C"getable Creation.
Hist ory of David.
Uncle JJnrlan's Yo.rages . 2 Yols.
The Chinese.
3 vols.
The \\ 'o n<lers of the Atmosphera.
Lady Lectures.
Less ons for 'l'cachere1. 2 vols.
Tho Young 'l'eachcr.
2 vols.
'!'he Law of Love,

Work-Day Readings.
Great Prenchere1.
Americans in Jerusulem.

2 vols.
3 vols,·

The Battle of Lifo.
}~virlences of Christianity.
God's Goodnel'.iS,
'l.'ho Outward ?tfnn.
" 'ee pinp; nnd Tears.
Fnuny Manning.
Je1ms is the Christ.
The, Childhood of JeRus.
The Miracles of Christ.
'l'he Happy Day.
Old Testament Fa cts.
Tho Great Teacher.
:Maternal lnfluouce .
Lifo of Paul.
An Acconut of our Lord and Savior.
The Apo stle Peter.
A Plea for Sunday Schools.
The llist ory of Jesus. 3 vols.
Rare Tefoltimony.
The Br oken llousehold.

One Hundred Questions, with Scripture answers, on some
of the most important truths and facts of the Bible.
By S. C. Irwin. 32 pp. $2.00 per 100; $2.50 by mail.
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